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DorDlitory Fees to Rise
By

Richard Tonner

all,dience of approxlmately 200
dormitory students attended an
open hearing to discuss the
proposal of increasing residence
fees at all campus· dormitories.
The hearing, conducted by SGA
President and Student Trustee
Ray Raposa, was designed to
inform residents of the projected
increases and the future use of
such funds. The hike in fees
would raise Pope and Scott Halls
from 420 to 680, Woodward and
Tillinghast Halls from 350 to 550
and Great Hill from 580 to 680.
The meeting sought to itemize the
improvements to be made and the
provisions for accommodating
the time for the, necessary
reparations •• Bewre tlie exchange
of information, Ray cited the
conversion of lower campus
dwellings to doincide with Great
Hill as structures run by the
Massachusetts
BUilding
Authority.
Buildings which
fallunder this catagory run
fiscally autonomous, using the
dormitory charges of its residents
to run the facility. Prese.ntJy, the
'ower campus buildings are state
awn~~d and operated, and subject

to complamts about mainitenance. The current budget
does not allow for additional hi
ring of mainlf,enance employees.
Through the new proposal, the
facilities would be better cared
for since their operating budgets
would not be dra wn from general
state funds. According to
engineering"studies coitducted to
determine the structural ~on
dition of. the dormitories,
numerous improvements must be.
made. Tillinghast Hall will be
phased out of housing and converted to an all college center
housing the infirmary, the offices
of Behavioral Science, function
rooms, and other offices. Repairs
ranging from a new roof for
, Scott and elevators- at Woodward to carpeting at Great Hill
were discussed. Ray also stated
that the renovations would be
partiYahy financed through a 35
year loan, based on privately sold
bondfs .
Several questions were raised
concerning the items of the
proposal as well as the amount of
increase. Some residents feel
$200 is an "everestimation for the

cost prediction. Many juniors
wonder whether they will· see
their dollars put to use before
graduation. While the repairs are
alated to begin this summer, it
seems doubtful that a facility
such as Woodward would be
ready for Fall 1976, Where will
the residents be placed during the
extended repair time?
One
complaint stated that those living
in multi-person rooms found at
Woodward should not pay as
much as those enjoying dObles .at
P ope and Scott.
It seems doubtful that the increase will be overruled, but
student interest must be continuous. Ray mentioned Mr.
RVERT Stewart, Director of
Mass. Building Authorif,f as the
-authoriify" to ;which ietters of
concern may be fo-rNarded. The
school administration and dorm
officers are sChedued to meet in
Boston to discuss the plans and
their fiscal impact. With some
assurance, our representatives
will carry with them the sentiments aired at the hearing.

Hunter Thompson's choice:
by Dan Beksha

Jimmy Carter
Back on December 10th,
Jimmy Carter, now ~,serious
contender for the democratic
presidential nomination, made a
stop at Bridgewater State. He has
'j been campaigning almost nonstop
. for about a year and has come
from the position of an obscure
former state senator and
1 governor of Georgia, to possibly
the most well organized candidate
bidding for the nomination.
What about this man, whose
name will be on the ballot with
about ten other democratic
hopefuls come the March 2
primary?
What distinguishes
Jimmy Carter from any other
candidate?
A look into his
background
and
accomplishments may help us draw
some conclusions. He grew up in
a rural section of GE:orgia. His.
family lived on a farm. He was
the first person in a long family
e

history (over 200 years) to finish
high school, by no means a
Southern aristocrat. He went on
to Georgia Tech and then the U.
3. Naval Academy during World
War II. After the war, he worked
as a nuclear physicist when the
Rickover nuclear submarine was
developed In the middle '50'S
Carter switched to farming and
has successfully .been growing
peanuts in Georgia.
His religious background is
Baptist. He describes himself as
being deeply religious and leads a
very regimented life. His ambitious campaign has already
(con't on page 8)

New Chancellor
·for
StB. te College System

By Ann Hackenson

What, another increase
cos-t for high~r education? was
the question in many monds of the
students a.t Great HilL There
was a gathering of app
roximately 75 - 100 concerned
students on Tuesday night over
the hike of the dormitory costs.
Many are worried or sure tha t
they will not be able to afford such
an increase in education and
housing at ESC. The price for
dorm rooms at the Hill will rise
from $580 to $680 as of next year.
.There was much objection to
the new raise in cost, but SGA
President Ray Raposa informed
the students that the rise in cost
was due to the inflation of
maintenance cost, and' mainly in
fuel and electr~cjty.. 1\t p.r~~eent,.
the Hill will also recei ve a number
of renovations because of the
faults mainly of the engineer
when the building was built.
Because of this reason, the Mass.
Building Au thority will pay the
cost. The Hill was built under
project one of the Mass Building
Authority in 1967.
The
renovations planned orproposed
are as follows:
1) installation of 3 new
elevators which would be placed
on the back wall of the Hill, thus
the wall separating the two sides
would be torn down, creating coc ed lounges on each floor
2) carpeted hallways
3) general overhaul of study
r.ooms, such as soundproofing
4) steam line from lower to the
Hill, insuring hot wa,t,er
--5) . enlargement of the
cafeteria
6) repairs on the intercor>' and
fire alarm systems
7) repair on the lights in the
hallways
8) general repairs and painting
9) redevelopment of floor
lobbies

~_ _ _ _ _ _ _-

10) repairs on the heating
controls
.
11) repairs to show r stalls
These recommendations were
made by the Mass Buildong
Authority who examined the
dorm with an engineer. Next is a
list of repairs which
the students feel are important
and necessary.
1) . soundproofed and ventillated , better equipped study
halls, with locks on the doors tQ be.
loekedat certain -specifie'd-funes
3)possible weight room in the
now present conference room
2) Resident Assistants having a
private phone and intercom att ch ent for convenience and
. emergency
4) addition to the cafe5eria
5) turn the kitchens into non - ,:
profit snack bars and. stores, run
by E.O.P. workers for convsnience and money6) fire door connecting both
ground floors so as the girls may
pass through to reach the·;
cafeteria which would by locked· 'j
and only open when the;~
houesnlothers are present
7) carpeting in the rooms.
'!
8) one inch cork attached to the 1]
cei~ings of the. r o o m s : t
9) shuttle bus~~ _too ,<M\d fro. the J
lower 'CaMpus
!
10) elevators replaced in the ..
same shaft with a few minor
changes
11) tar the parking l o t ,
12) improvement on the
ventilla tion of the rooms.
The students feel a co - ed .
,(some stuedents) 10ungs on each·.
floor would only add 0 the
problems of iscipline and
controllability of the students,

e

( continued on pg. 4 )
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By Fran Reddington

On Dec. 16, the board
"-~--T

Concerns at
Great Hill

- - - - - - - - c - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ; of trustees for the state college

Interview: Financial A i d - s y s t e m ended a long. nationwide
search when they unanimously
David A. Morwick pg. 4 elected James J. Hammond as
Chancellor of the State College
System. Hammond, the former
SGA pg.5
prestdent of Fitchburg State
College, will receive a $49,000
salary and unprecedented
authority over all of the state
. Top albums and singles pg. 9
colleges.
The position of chancellor is
Jne primqrily of rsponsibility.
Hockey pg. 10
Sylvia K. 6urack. chairperson of
the board
ich promoted
Basketball pg. 10
Hammond, says' W{' expect
all responsibility to
MAA .. WRA News pg. 10
'" funneled
~hrough_ the
Chancellor'S office." The job.
however. does involve the risk of
Lets see that· again. pg. 12

w

In Memorium
to
Dr. Henry Rosen

Mrs. Rose

Gill

Mr. Robert McNamara

••• and their passing away was thought
an affliction
and their going. forth from us, utter
destruction.
But they are in

peace.

-Bo,pJs.o(.Wisdom-

(con't to page 2)
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EDITDRIIL
Understanding It
Since returning to campus for the second semester in this, the
Bicentennial year, I can't help bu sense a wave of cyncism that seems to
have descended upon the campus. The most blatent example of this is
,the overwhelming success of the Chemistry Club's "Bull" T-shirt sale.
This. d~~p"it~.lndica~ioilli last semester of student passivity towards ,the
'political and eConimcal ventures of the college, tbe state, and the natIOn,
is strong evidence that there is a little Merrill Lynch in the student
populace at BSC; we are indeed "Bullish on America."
Another example of this caustic atmosphere came across Wednesday
night in the dining hall in Tilly. Saga's attempt at serving a Chinese style
dinner was the worst fiasco re$ident students have been subjected to in a
long time. But, contrary to what one would suspect the reaction of the
diners to be, many students instead of becoming angered took a , "let
them eat cake" attitude and made a run on the peanut butter and jelly.
The girl sitting across from me was in the process of giving her egg roll
its last rites as I sat down to my dinner. Even my fortune cookie read
~ith a note of cynicism. it stated; You will have a tremendous hunger
soon.
Maybe this new movement on campus is a sign of things to come.
Possibly it a reflection of feelings that have gone beyond the point of nClt
caring to a submerged anger, at the situation that many of us find our
selves in. Financially and politically we are virtually, "up the creek
with no paddle." Then again, maybe it is just a healthy exercising of
people's ability to laugh i,n the midst of dispair. Either way, to qu~te a
phrase.that I heard the other day which was spoken by a central fIgure
here on camPPS;', ."I'm 00t attacking the system, al!d I'm not defending
,the'system·. I'm just explaining it so that you will be able to understand it. "

5HOULD

V{

11IB-

Pull you

Alas, the campus of BSe has been hit with another serioUs, ailment. On
"passing through the Ullion, I have witnessed severe cases of anxiety
. ,brought on by the new printing (push, pull) on the doors .. Some struggle ~
; . S if in vicious battle with the doors, while others placidly wait for other
" victims. to open the door for them.
One girl made ari optimistic attempt to decipher the newly coded doors
to her friend. "You see, they've switched the doors around over vacation
, so now you push one door and pull the .. ," Her instructions halted as she
rattled the closed door, panic filled her eyes and her face drained of
color; "s~e was defeated as were others before her. She turned to her
friend with a quizzical look and then with one last surge of hope and
determination ' spun back to her immovable foe and violently tugged
at it. Her friend patted her shoulder in an attempt to console the girl and
f.
to prevent any further hysterical outbursts. They turned away, heads
I
lowered, perhaps never to return.

Students hand professors-have attributed this dilemma to the fact that

we are all "closet dysleXians. " . One student commented that, "now we
t are forced to think! " Things Used to be so simpl-c'. What was once an
!~ . uncomplicated motor reflex is now an invo}vedproblem-solving,
thought-process procedure. We can no longer fall back on the trial and
i ' error method: Have ~e progressed or taken a large step for mankind
;'ba~kwards? I supposed in time we will become immune to this disease
:". :'a:p(l put it down to anoth~r college experience that will prepare us for the
7 ' bjg~'cruel world outside.;
··~:"a~T

Commuter Carpool
Co-ordinator
In light of the fact that we have fewer parking spaces than members
of the college community who drive their cars back and forth to the school
each day, THE COMMENT would like to take this opportunity to once
again introduce the COMMUTER CARPOOOL CO-ORDINATOR. If YOQ
need a ride or someone to share a ride with fill in the form below and drop
it in the envelope located on the door of the COMMENT office on the main
floor of the Student Union building. Listings will appear in next week's
edition of the COMMENT and we hope that you will take advantage of this
'it saves money, and is better than driving in alone.
.
For further listIngs or more long distance rides. check the ride boar(
located near the entrance to the .commuter cafeteria, main floor
Student -Union.

letters

.

I:

mOTHtR) /JAlf} GJrr/[ BOWL/ft/6- .

being short termed. If a resubmitted reorganiza_tion bill
should be passed, the positin of
Chancellor would no longer
exist. Hammond does not seem
concerned with this threat, and
he doesn't see the need for the
merger of the state colleges with
the University of Massachusetts,
either. He states, "I am con-

where are you?

I would just like to say a few
words about the lack of seniors in
the class of 1976. Tuesday at 11:00
a. m., a free hour for the entire
campus, there was a Senior Class
"mandatory meeting" in the S. U.
Auditorium. About 175 "members" or roughly less than 1/4 of I
those registered in the class of '76 I
showed up. Personally, I was I
embarrassed and disgusted, I
feeling there· to be no excuse,
I
save work on Student Teaching, .'
for missing 'the meeting. My
impression of this class is that the'
majority only want to be members of the class when it's to their I
advantage or pleasure.
The I
prime example of this will be
senior week; that is, if there is
",me. Also, if the speaker isn't up
to the e,qlectations or standards
of a "Come May Senior," he/she
will be the one most critical and
offended. Well, let me say to this
person now: Can it, because you
have absolutelynothjng to say.
For four years your opinion has
been asked and even begged for,
all for naught.
The open
question with those who are
. members now is "What is it with
this'class?" The obvious answer
is that but for a few, this class as
a whole is not with it at all. And
this lack of support or even a
semblance of unity is going to
tell in the end because due to the
. lack of int- erest and support, the
class has not enough money to
put on the senior week activities
it COUld. Again, there are going
to be those yelling about how the
class doesn't do anything. Well,
how can it do anythingwhen they
don't do anything? It's time to
shape up, gang, there may not be
enough time, but there should at
least be an effort made. Find out
who to get in touch with and find
out what you can do. Become a
"member" of the class of 1976, it
could be a great class.

fident we can go and do the job
set out for the state colleges.
There should be some sort of
interplay sharing of resources.
I can see the need for that. But
merger- no." Hammond's other
main concerns are for greater
efficiency and eliminated
duplicatin within the system.
t

Staff Meeting
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Seniors .,

Thank you,
Ka thy Bennett--,Class of '76
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Happy New Year!
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Million Requested for Fiscal Year 1977
The Board of Trustees has
requested $66.8 million to operate
the ten state colleges for fiscal
year 1977, a drop of $4.6 million or
6.5 percent from the amount
sought for fiscal year 1976.
Of
the total requested, about 71
percent '. is for direct aca.demic
and student services, with 20
percent, for operation of the
physical plant inc1udi~g- $5.3
million for utilities and fuel oil
alone.
The current operating
budget, fiscal year 1976, was
finally
approved
by
the
legislature and signed by the
governor last month for 11 total of
$54,528,201. A sum of $.. _ million
has been originally requested.
Following are highlights of a
statement made by Dr. Janet G.
Murphy, Acting Provost of the
Mass. State College System, at
the budget hearing of Sec. of
Educational and Cultural Affairs
Paul Parks, at Holyoke Community College, on Nov. 17, 1975:

The Fiscal 1977 budget was
prepared using guidelines which
result- in?a budget requesting full
funding of Fiscal Year 1975 activities in 1977. The guidelines
included: requests for student
enrollment will remain at the
Trustee authorized level for
Fisca1 Year 1976; reques t s
for full funding of aU positions
authorized in Fiscal Year 1976;
and requests, for additional administra- tive staffing be made on
a critical needs basis only. The
State College System, the largest
segment of public higher
education in Massachusetts,
enrolled over32~000 students in
September 1975, a seven percent
increase over the 29,822 students
budgeted for the fall of 1974.
While nationally new student
applications for admission have
been decreasing, applications to
tire-state colleges increases 18
percent between 1973 and 1974, but
now appear to have stabilized at

THE WAY IT IS WITH
ALCOHOLISM AND
THE ALCOHOLIC
She is 15 years old. I listened to
her speak recently at an AA
meeting in Randolph. For four
years she had used alcohol and
other drugs. She lost.
Street fighting, overnight .
drinking sprees,

esJrangement

from p~rents,' and 'tear were' all
part of her "drunk log". Her
track record with alcohol along
with grass and pills indicated
addiction.
Exposed to an
alcoholic father and the effects of
her own usage she did not know
what was happening to her. For
now she· has adopted the AA
program, a way of life. She has
a good shot at recovery.
I could only think while
listening to her at that age I was
experimenting with alcohol, and I
liked what it did for me. At age
fourteen I drank two draught
beers, my first recollection of
drinking, in a New York City bar
and got high. I can remember
"floating" to my predetermined
destination, a baseball game.
The coach of the team yanked
me from the game in the first
inning for "unusual behavior". I
loved every minute of it. What I
did not realize was that was the
beginning of a frightful journey

prevalent in my life as early as
thirteen years old. 'With less
pressure to deal with at school
and with coin in my pocket I was
able to further my e,x,.
perimentation with alcohol.
At this point I

30,000 annually. The scholastic
ability of the students in the state
colleges compares favorably
with the national average. The
state colleges have opened the
doors to higher education for
whole new segments of our
population.
The System is
dedicated to fill the needs of its
tudents who come mainly from
families with moderate and low
incomes. Fifty percent come
from homes where the family
income is less than $12,000; 70
percet from families earning less
than $15,000; 23 percent from
families earning less than $9,000;
80 percent are the first in the
family to a ttend college.
Ninety percent of the students
work while attending college,
earning at least a part o.f their
tuition and book costs and living
expenses.
A majority of the
students in the Mass. State
College System' view a college
education as a means of gaining
entry to the career of their choke. "
This was true when the state
colleges were primarily teachers
colleges and is true today when 62
degree program areas are offered
.in fields r~levant to the economy
and job opportunities of the 1970's
and 1980's. Students are majoring
in career fields such as law enforcement, computer science,
nursing, food sciences, environmental affairs, health
sciences and the media.
Reflecting the practical situation,
of the 6,177 graduates last June,
only 42.4 percent graduated with

teaching majors. In September,
1975 only 14 percent of the incoming class indicated a teaching
major.
The Disadvantaged
Students Program, now in its fifth
year in th~ State College System,
provides an educational opportunity to 5,500 needy students
throughout the Commonwealth.
Minority students, veterans, the
older student, the education- ally
and economically disadvanfaged
are given a chance to survive in
our highly competitive. and
challenging environment.
A
report, "Agenda for Renewal",
began the academic planning
process for the System last year.
A Federal grant of $240,000 has
enabled Project Renewal,
through the division of academic
affairs, to plan effective ways to
deal with the impact of change
upon all aspects of the learingteaching process:
curriculum
content, student-learning needs,
career opportunities, various
methods of teaching and the
evaluation. of programs and
performance--all atno cost to the
Programs ofCommonwealth.
Faculty and Student Exchange
have been initiated to better
utilize
existing
academic
resources within the State
Colleges.
Students in noneducation fields are encouraged
,to have on-the-job training, just as
student teachers in the State
College System have done, so that
they will have experience in their -fields' when they graduate,
making pacement easier.
.

..

established

patterns that dominated my
drinking "career". I most always
had money then so I could afford
the beer and wine. Age and
circumstances were irrelevant
anyway--I wanted to drink-so I
was able to obtain alcohol.
Weekend drinking developed at
this time and being in a group that
mainly liked to drink party after
party was devised so that we
could do-the "in thing". I found I
was, or so I thought I was more
relaxed with the girls. I found as
the weekends, and occasional
weeknights progressed I could
consume more and more beer
and wine. For me that meant it
took more and more for me to
get sick; and sick I was a good
many times after drinking. The
lunacy of "One Upmanship"
naturally was part of it: "I can
drink four wuarts of Ballantine
and one pint of Sneaky Pete (39
cent wine). Well, I can drink
five ... , etc.

The State College Computer
Network has becaome an important instructional and ad-'
ministrative resource for Qver
.three thousand students and
faculty.
Its usefulness asa
Commonwealth agency is attested to by the fact that the Of~
fiee of Administration and
Finance refers all state· agencies.
seeking computer services to the
State College Computer Network.
Eight of the state colleges have
professional bargaining units and
all ten have collective bargaining
units for classifi~d employees.
Negotiations are costly,as are the
personnel and legal services
necessary to implement the
required affitmative action
programs.
The System. has
installed several money saving
and revenue rai~ng programs
during. the current year. The
Board of Trustees of State
Colleges is the only board' of. - f
trustees in public higher
education to raise tuition thus far
,this year: for in-state students by
$200, from the current $300 to
$500; for out-of-state students by
$ ,600 to $1200. These annual rates
will be effective in January, 1976.
In addition . to the tuition
revenues, the State College
System generates another $2
million a year from the following
sources:
$300,000 from' state
college appJication fees; $600,000
from Building Authority utilities
'reimbursements; $1 million from
cities and towns as- reimbursements for campus school
operations land $100,000 froIll
continuing education rentals .
.As a result· of these increased
revenues brought into the General
Fund by the tuition increase and
other methods; the cost per state
college student to the citizens of
Massachusetts has been reduced
by 25 percent from $1,600 to $1,200.
An additional $3 million in
federal student aid funds has been
brought into the' System so that
every deserving "student will
continue to have access to the 62 .
academic programs offered by
the Mass. State College System.
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Also in that period I displayed arguments, fights, lost romance,
personality traits that would in
all mouth and no ears, oblivion.
later years only serve the purpose
I played sports, was average in
Id
d . d 1
. 1d d
s'chool, worked, dated, ate and
Inc u es: *Roun trip e uxe motor coach tour to Daytona. All buses are
of my alcoholism. These mc u e
.
di . d d t
. d
·slept--normalcy'.
air con
bone an Lava ory·
eqUlppe .
1
a compulsion to p'1 ease everyone,
a need to be recognized, superBut then came the nights of
*AI the beer you can drink enroute!
sensitivity to comments about
secrecy and adventure. Nights of
*Accomodations at a choice ocean front motel located directly on .the
me, basically shy but very
the tight-lipped seekers cunningly
"Strip". Motels feature airconditioning, color T.V.~ bath and shower,
swimming pool., Lounge, restaurant and entertainment. Various ocfinding our reasure and enJ'oying
aggressive, when angry or wan~
For information
ting something.
and devouring its fascination.
cupancies available.
Drinking for me became
Follow the treasure hunt map to
"'Welcome and farewell parties in Daytona Beach"
serious at age sixteen. The inthe letter. Get the booze, drink it
*Services of a resident tour director.
..
call y438 -4342
terim oftwo years between 14 and
at the party, get sick there if it
*Optional- Walt Disney World Tour - $18.00, kitchenettes $5.00
16 found me in a minor seminary
was to happen, get home late but l1li- - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _
where I wanted to test my feeliDgs
not too late. To keep this up one I
OMar. 5-14
.
,
of love for God and humanity. I
has to be cunning.
..
D Mar. 12-21 ... Check desired date
Mail check or Money order to:
was kept extremely busy with
. A bottle of bathtub gin shared
studies and working parttime. . by three of us--locking arms on • Last Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ First
Beachcomber Tours, "Inc.
Eventually with distraction my
Willis Avenue in the Bronx, I
172 Hancock St.
grades feU, the situation at bomestaggering, singing--the un- I Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......_ ......_ _
was disturbing me. and with the
marked police car--the police I
Stoneham, Mass.
02180
further development of instation-·thewise
mouthrebuttal-to the I M a1'1'mg Add"ress _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
've and his rough
detectl
security and frustration lIeU the
seminary and atten~ed another
home--panic--fear, remorse, I
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State
Zip
school. Drinking was not part of
sick--the covering up, the lie.
I
- - - - -....1.....- - -......my lift then to a~r. great extent, .
The birth of an alcoholic.
• Home Address
but with
of
16 thelook
firstbaclc,
big sign
sped II
" the release
h
h pressure
1I
by.AtDon't
notpost
knowing
(if different) City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'State ________ Zip_ _ _ _ __
atten d mg anot er sc 00
was
w~y, fOrglettinglj' The way it is I
'"'_'~"
... _._~_ .. ,,_,..~'........ , _ ._. _ ' ... , .. , .. ,_, . _ """'>'
""•• ,.,~._".I.,..",,,~;
able to maintain two parttime
~J~·Q_b_s_._-_P_a_r~U_i_m_~_.~J~·o_b_s_·_~~e_·t_6~,__
W_l_ili_·_a_n_'a_c_o_h_o_c_:_
.._.-._"-,_ _ _·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ---~
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FDIUI
Money problems
. See Dave Morwick..

JO~DAf\J.

James A. Hartz

by Richard Tonner
We are familiar with the saying' "something old,' something blue.
something borrowed, something blue." It seems that a mixture of these
is a pleasant combination. Nowadays. however, modern thinkers are
not so fond of the "something old". We have all been witness to the
cutting of an ancient tree, the destructin of an historic home, or the
leveling of a field for a shopping center all in the name of progress. Just
as we have packed our toys for storage. so go the memories of time.
--ften to be forgotten. The City Conservation League (eCL) of Boston is
seeking public support to prevent destruction of a landmark structure in
the heart of downtown. The Jordan Marsh building on Washington St. is '
slated for demolition to make way for a newer facility, therby
obliterating the present exterior. The facade is considered to be of
historic. architectural value. highlighting 19th century mercantile architecture. To many, the dirty. dingy exterior would hardly be considered a loss. However, as pressure mounts to preserve period styles in
danger of extinction. the CCL is taking the initiative to prevent th loss
of another memento of time. '
The CCL, founded when Jordan's announced plans to demolish the
present store to build a new one, has launched a highly publicized campaign to rally support for th building's preservation. The group has been
successful in getting the Mass. Historical Commission to nominate the
block to the National Register of Historical Places. While the nomination
not insure preservation, the architectural and historical importance
is highlighted and helpful in convincing officials of the structure's
significance. The group supports an alternative plan which would place
the new store ten feet behind the existing facade creating an arcade.This .
proposal would lend a nice touch to the store while preserving the old
edifice. The new JM building is a dull composition of concrete and
granite, facing a plaza, devoid of any excitement in its desig~.
Jordan's officials claim the plan is not feasible but the CCL says "the
technical feasibility was clearly demonstrated by the engineers' report".
While the costs and time element for the alternative are in dispute, the,
CCL claims the proposal is a sensible approach to save a historic building
while creating a new retail outlet. JM hopes to continue with its commitment with the contractors and begin work immediately. Meanwhile,
Jrdan's will be maintaining its ongoing' operations. Previousiy. the
preservationist group had the support of the Boston Redevelopment
Authority (though brien.The BRA is now anxious to have the'project
started. It is apparent that JM and the BRf\ are more concerned with a
speedy, money produc· ing developing than in. the preservation of
irreplaceable period architecture.
Boston is a city with a rich architectural heritage. Wth, much emphasis being placed upon the city as a bicentennial center. it only seems
appropriate that the business sector enhance its position by assisting in
various programs. Jordan Marsh has traditionally been a business and
civic leader in the community and their headstrong desire to bypass a
viable alternative to demolition is disheartening. The JM shopping bags
portray historic images and the Boston 200 symbol. yet they show little
interest in preserving their landmark structm:e on Washington St•. The
engineers report demonstrates a workable solution, coordinating the
retail concern of the department store and the preservationist's dream.
Demolition is slated for next month. Let's hope Jordan Marsh views the
situation objectively with the future of the city in mind. The past has
graced Boston with character which will never be returned. What is left.
must be preserved.

You say you have money
problems and need help with your
school bills. Well, don't give upthere is someone who may be able
to help., His name is David A.
Morwick and he is the Director of
Fnancial Aid here at BSC. He
makes no guarantee, but hereally
does want to help students afford
a quality education.
: Mr. Morwick is a graduate of
BSC, receiving his bachelor's in
history and his master's in
guidance. He has done graduate
work at Northeastern University
in higher education councilling,
Previous to working at BSC he
taught both elementary and high
school in New York and
Massachusetts. He was in retail
management in New York for a
while. More recently, he was the
assistant to Dean Deep in the
Student Services Department.
So Mr. Morwick is well-versed in
the needs and desires of students
both as students and people.
As Dean of Financial Aid, he
tries
to
assist
students
"especially financially, but also
just as people" to get a quality
education at BSC. Financially, it
is. his job to coordinate federal
state, and college financial
programs, as well as dispersing
the money.
,

When asked how students could school groups, stuaents and student aid needs; however, Mr.
, find out about financial programs
thatcouldaid them, Mr. Morwick
informed me that pamphlets were
available in the Fnancial Aid
Office, and when applications for
funds were available, it was
announced in the Comment. But
more important he felt was that
e-ach individual's need and a
special Class for help that they fall
into. The best way to find out how
you fit into the financial aid scene
is to see Mr. Morwick in Financial
Aid., He also stated that all in~
coming students receive information on financial programs
and all they need do is apply.
I asked him if he does anything
personally to inform students and
he said that beyond announcements in the Comment he
also goes out and speaks to high

parents as well as . high school
guidance counselors. A program
he wants to start if any of you can
help him is to start a series of
monthly or bi-monthly workshops
announced ahead of time where
he could explain opportunities for
money and how to fill out applications on an informal basis.
Mr. Morwick knows, as do we
all, that the cost of everything is
rising. So when I asked him if this,
would present' -difficulty getting
money to needy students, he said
no.
He explained that most
financial aid is based on need.
theMORE THE INDIVIDUAL
NEEDS, the, more the college
needs to help them, and the more
the government helps by making
funds available. So he felt that
BSC could probably keep up with
r,

Morwick did mention that
Financial Aid is not a blanket deal
and each pez:son must be helped
on a one-to-one relationship, so by
all means, go tp see him.
Finally, I asked Mr. Morwick if,
he likes his position at BSC. He
said, "Yes, very much so: The
students as people are ex...
trememly pleasant to deal with
and he enjoys aiding them. He'did
mention one slight disadvantage,
howeve r ,Because the school is
getting larger.he cantt be as close
to the students of the college
community as he would like. ,But
I am sure that if you strive to
meet him and get to know him,
will return your efforts twofold.
He is an interesting, intelligent,
and personable man.

resume writing
continued from page 1
The carpet in the rooms would
low ere the' noise which travels
through the floors and hallways.
Te students would keep theirs
clean, whereas the hallways
would become dirty and much
harcer to keep clean because of
the amount of spillage and use of
the halls. They also agr~e that
only two lee va tors are necessary
,and ' could be" piaced
the
existing shafts. The corked
ceilings would also reduce the
amount of noise passed through
halls and especiallly floors. and
would be vanda·1 proof.
A few students remained after
the general meeting to discuss
such alternatives to the use of the
money .. Some suggested it to be
chanelled into to the securing of
teachers and programs, but the
money cannot be reallocated.
Although they wish to have a
ratio of all classes living at the
hill, a lottery system od room
choosing would most likely be
not feasablc. Some feel the
existing students at the Hill
<

in .

could be encouraged to remain
there. partic,uiarly if the in'provements are I!lad~. "Again.
tk&stu;(enswere concerned as to
whether or not they would be
able to benefit· from these
chahges. As it is, they will be
done over the summer months.
Many want a guarantee that the
tuition and fees will be
stabilized. This however could
not .be done. The cost of fuel.
mah,tanence and such will
mmost likely increse. so
naturally the tuition with it. One
person suggesdted a stabilized
fee for incoming freshmen.
whereas their cost would remain
the same for four years. The
incoming new freshmen would
thus pay the raise.
Many questions are still being
raised and new ideas pondered.
All of whi~h would be for the
benefit of those lliving,on campus
The- need' for-'a' more unified
srudent body is very apparent. so
perhaps with the new ideas this
can be accompiished.

Need help with Interview Preparation?
Be-in the Demonstration Room of the Student Union
on

January 29,1976 At: 11 :00 am

An informal Coffee Hour for students
who transferred into Bridgewater State College
January ,1976 will he hosted hy the Division of
StudentAffai1"s on
...Tuesday January 27 1976
at 11: 00 a.m.
in the Student
,
. Union Rathskell ar.
This event will afford students an opportunity
to meet each other and also to heco',
,.
with Preside~t Adrian RondiIeau th:~~~,~u:lnted
a~d the PreSIdent of thp St d
G
gDear
.
.
'
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u
ent
overnment
A SSoclatlon a-nd the Preside t f th S ·
.
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e enlor Class •
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Career Counseling:

:

••

POSITION OPEN I

:• SGA:

Why did you come back?
by' Janice
Counselor

Dorsey,

:•
:

* Electiondirec·tor
*student. position'

•••
:

: .'

t he •i'!
:
Athletic Fee Committe :;
.::• :
•
; information & applications available

·

Career

:.

on

•

I'

have come to college. Did you
come for the experience? Or did
you come to qualify yourself for a
For those of you who
career?
have come for a career you will
need to learn how to make career
decisions. Career decisions are
constantly encountered because a
career is a lifelong involvement.
As you frow as a person so must
your career grow. You must even
learn that there is no failure in a
career. Trial and error are to be
expected and used as resource
material for what to try next.
Can you wait until after
graduation, when you have
nothing else to do but learn these
things? Or can you use the
resources which are available to

The usefulness of a college
you now, here on campus.
in the SU info booth or SGA office
: '
education is being seriously
There are several people on
:
challenged today. It is easy to find
campus that are well qualified to
•
essays and magazine articles
help you organize your career •
:
speaking to why anyone working
•
search. None of us can guarantee.
toward a four yeai' degree is
that
the
search
will
be
speedy
or
:
wasting a lot of time and money.
easy. But we can guarantee that:
:
That time could be spent learning
if you really involve yourself in •
•
a trade which is much less costly.
::
the search it will be rewarding. :
Rather than spending money on
Afterall if you work just ten years •
for forty hours a week, fifty weeks :
man c ass sena or
:~'
tuitition and books, the students
could be out earning money.
a year, you will have spent 20,000 :
:
The news about the usefulness
hours working. Isn't it worth a •
fraction of that amount of time to :
: .
of a college education can be
give yourself a better chance at •
•
depressing. Unemployment for
developing a satisfying career? :
: .
coUege graduates has risen to 6.0
percent from less than 2.4 percent
Stop by. the Career Counsel~ng :
nomination papers available in the
: .
in 1969 (Occupational Outlook
Center m the Student Umon •
.
~.
Quarterly, Summer 1974). In 1974,
today.
: SU info booth. papers due February 9th
4.4 million certified teachers were
graduated from America's
colhJges. But there were only 1.2 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:
million teaching va~ancies
(B.L.S. 1974),
The biggest
problems
facing
college
graduates will not be unemby E. Susan Sheahan
ployment but underemployment
Associate Justice _to the Student (members of the Ways and Means It was then suggested if a sports
and the self-dissatisfaction and
Committee). It was suggested the writer applied for an appointment
The BGA met once again in it's Court was Steve McAlarney.
unhappiness which it hreeds
chambers Tuesday, January 20th. Proposals were then made to send Committee be made up of one to the Committee that he be given
(B.L.S. 1974)
Saga Food Service was discussed .out three letters, one each to Dean represtative from both the WRA first preference.
But relatively speaking, a
The Public
briefly and it was suggested that a Anderson and President Ron- and MAA, one sports writer on Student Coalition will hold
college degree is just as valuable
new alternative to open dining be dileau concerning cancellation of campus, one SGA member and workshopatBSS on the 23, 24, and
as it ever was. The number of jobs
found as soon as possible. Jerri classes due to inclement weather. three students at large. An 25th.
Wayne Goudreau said
that will be available to college
Davis, a Saga Representative, The example of Monday January amendment was voted on this
hopefully BSC students will be
graduates or which require a
will be' asked to attend the next 12th was used. Another letter will issue changing it from one sports exempt from the $5.00 admission
college degree is expected to rise
meeting to answer complaints be sent to Pres. Rondileau stating writer and three students at large fee because thecollege is
by about 10 percent in the next
and
discuss drawbacks in the new the ineffectiveness of the to foul' students ~t large. The providing the facilities for the
nine years. In other words,
policy. Meetings were announced Bookstore Advisory Committee recommendation was then ap- event. Last on the agenda was a
college graduates will have more
concerning the newly proposed and it's irregularity of meetings. proved but not without much request from one senator that the
place to look for jobs in industry
dorm rate increases. January The Physics Club's request for controversy. Arguments ranged Boodstore Advisory Committee
and in government at all levels.
21st
there will be a meeting for all Facilities was approved, and a from do we have the right toforce meet to investigate charges by
By the mid 1980's nearly 20 perresidents in the S.U. Ballroom at request for funding by the same a sports writer to be on the students on the overpricing of
cent of all jobs in the United
6:30 p.m., and at 9:00 a.m. on- club was approved with the Committee to the fact that the both new and used books by the
States will be filled by college
January 22nd there will be an condition that certain clauses in students have the right to know Bookstore and report their fingraduates. This represents an
open hearing with the dorm the club's Constitution be changed what goes on in the Committee dings as soon as possible to the
increase of 10 percent from 1959.
authority. Questions arose such to meet SGA standards. It was meetings and what their athletic SGA. Also suggested was that a
The college graduate may face
as will our dorms be kept up recommended that the Athletic fee is being used for. Bill Auger running list of books that are sold
competition for jobs, but the high
better and what can we expect in Fee Committee be revised. It claimed by dropping the sports out be posted for the students
school graduate and the blue
Fran previouly contained the MAA and:' writer SGA was defeating the benefit.
the way of repairs.
collar worker will face even more
WRA Preidents and 6 students whole purpose of representation.
Redington
was
appointed
State
competition.
in as
.':.:.:.=.:.:.:.:.:.:
""." ........
......:•••'.~'"
................................•.....•...........•.......................•.......•.•.....~.~.;.;.;.;.;.;.~.;.;.;0;••
College Co-ordinator. Voted
..,,".:y. _ ....................................
~
:.:.:~:~:.:.:It:.:. :.:.:.=.!.~. ~"•••••:.:.:.!.!.:.!............................,;...................................,..............................................
Of course all of you are aware
:::::::::::~:;:~:~::::::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·······················SE·CO~lD·····SE~E·S
-19 76
that the nation's economy is
worse than it has been since 1958.
(Corrections)
And you are aware that the
bachelor's degree is not the inIn our last issue of the COMMENT, (December 4, 1975) we printed a organizations and clubs. The following list is a revised, up-to-date version.
stant key to jobs, big money and partially erroneous listing of the SGA budget allocations for BSC of the budgets which were approved by the SOA on December 2, 1975.
.,
success tuat it once was. All of
you are in some way aware of
Amt .
Amt .
Amt .
Arnt .
this, yet you came back to school
Requested
Left
in
Balance
Recommended
Allocated
Organization
after Christmas break. Some of
you will even graduate in May
Action Center
$585.00
$24.61
$311.00~311.00
I
with a degree in 'W1ich there are
Afro-Am Society .$3,145.00
-0$845.00' 845.00
four qualified persons already for
every vacant position in that field.
Biology Club
$340.00
$60.00
$280.00
$280.00
The degree only serves to open
Buddy Club
$474.00
$103.00
$371.75
$371.75
the door, today, it does not get you
Chemistry Club
$340.00
$114.50
$226.35
$226.35
I
a seat in the field.
Ch~ra1
Society $14,275.00
$14.65
$2,230.35
$2,730.35
,~{
If the degree is not going to get
Comment
$8,112.12
$1998. 5L~
$6,038.58
$6,038.58
\
you the job - what will? If you are
Assoc.
$983
.65
$38.00
$55.00
$154.65
'
,
I
Commuter
a senior learning wha~job to look
C.E.C.
$810.00
$155.00
$311.00
~261.00
for hO~ to look for that job, and
E.S.&G. Club
$657.00
$185.00
$417.50
$ 4l~.~0
~
ho~ to interview will be of
paramount importance.
Your
Forensic Society $1,990.80
$50.00
$1,105.80
1,10 . 0
~
alternatives are restricted by the
French Club
$237.30
$188.56
$48.74
$L~8.74
,
amount of time that you feel
Harder Times
$6,633.29
-0$4,272.60
$4,272.60
remains for you. If you are a
History Club
$350.00
-0$350.00
$335.00
freshman, sophomore, or juni?r,
lub
$344.15
$166.24
$167.91
$137.91
'\
C
Math
learning how to make an .m".1enora·h Club .
$235.00
$242.95
-0-0I
formed realistic, career ChOIce
I
$236.00
$236.00
)1
and de~eloping career plans V:'ill
N.S.S.H.A.
$1,115.00
$179.00
$ 8 00
certainly help to make the Job
Photography Cl\lb
$559.00
$176.00
$187.00
1 7.
\\
hunting tasks at the end of coll.ege
Poli-Sci Club
$1,438.30
$91.00
$359,.00
$502.00
less scary and less depressmg.
Sociology Club
$350.00
$80.00
-0-0)
But all of you will need to make
Snanish
Club
$99.83
$15.07
$99.83
$99.
83
~
some basic decisions. Prohably
" . ' S~.N.E ...A.:"._...
$_,~25" .. ?~
_~~.$.?52.21_ ........ ~
-0.~Q-.
)
thc most basic of the decisions
will, deal with exactly 'why you :::i:::::s:W';'S:W';:~\<:;:'{:.~:;::::r.,:.'*~~:::'-"'>..:;:..,..,.~:>~,&&:*"'*"'!!"x*~:;:=J'S';:,::;:<;::::ii:::"",:,:::;:;:::;:·::~'<:i::;;{.;;:>~<:>i>~"":::::::::.<:':::~~~":!::::::i:,"":::::i::::::::::*,,%=;':'''''''''ill>:~,.~
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LEADERS
GIRL
SCOUT
WANTED
Immediate openings in your local
area for active, caring adults
(both women and men), No
experience necessary. Training
supplied.
Generous compensation in terms of personal
satisfaction. You can work with
girls, 6 to 17, or with other adults.
For information call Plymouth
Bay Girl . Scout Council, 8244034 or 1-800-242-0925.

5. Have you investigated anc
participated in Local or Area
Associations for Retarded
Citizens, ACLD?
Or similar
agency,?
6. Are you a member of C. E.
C. (Council for Exceptional
Children)
student group or
campus?
7. Have you done long term
volunteer service?
8. What books have you read
on exceptionality?
member
of
thf
Any
Educational Services Staff, C. E.
C., or upperclassman Special
Education major will willingly
share ideas on the above.
Dr. Isabelle King
Acting Chairman
ServiceE
Educational
Department (ex. 335)

housing

catholic center

.DLISSIFIBDS
: ,_.

_~s:a

_xzs, .•.

for sale
New and for sale Cheap! One
Norelco Deluxe Sunlamp, one
Ambassador infra-red Bake &
Broil small oven. Call Susan D.
nights; 697-2906.
1968 Ford Galaxie 500, auto, power

steering, excellent cond.;
completely winterized part of
inheritance, 19,000 original
miles. $1425 firm. Call 698-1028.
Clairol Kindness 3-way hairseth~r
<electric -eur-!ers}: Best price.
Call Sue evenings; 697-2906.
..
1969 BMW 1600.

-Good condition, great gas saver.
New shocks and breaks! Call 822-

Room for rent-one girl, walking distance from
BSC, call after 3:30, 697- 2030.

9892.

ride/riders
lost & found

I

.
Set of keys
.found in bookstore first week of
classes. If yours please come to
Bookstore and identify.
Bookstore

wanted
The Ensemble
Theatre is looking for a piano
player to work with a touring
Musical Troupe, Rehearsals will
be weekday afternoons. If interested, please contact Dave
Rowland, rm. 415 Great Hill, or
leave message in Communication Arts and Sciences
Office.
Volunteers are needed to man
the Greater Brockton Phone
, Center during the "1976 Celebrity
Parade of Stars Telethon" for
United Cerebral Palsy to be
broadcast over WNAC, Channel
7, from 10:30 P.M. Saturday,
January 31 to 7 P.M. Sunday,
Februarylst. Those interested
in volunteering or desiring
additional information may
contact Greater Brockton United
Cerebral Palsy's executive
secretary, Ann Shelley, at 5833335 from 9 A.M. to 1 P.M. daily.

Want to share driving to Brockton
H.S. - Tues/Thurs. Please leave
name and number at Bookstore
for Pat.

special ed
Sometime during second
semester, Freshmen will be
informed when and how they
declare their major.
Those
students who have been thinking
of declaring Special Education
as their major are encouraged to
think about the following
A Special Education major is
very likely to succeed; when
his/her professional choice' is
based on some very concrete
experiences and self..; initiated
activities.
The following questions may be
your personal guide to decision
making.
1. Have you worked or played
with children lately?
2.
Have you worked with
Special Needs Children? Ho\\>
many? How long?
3. Can you document item #2'!
4. Have you visited an in·
stitution or residential treatment
center for mentally retarded,
multiply-handicapped,
emotionally disturbed, blind,
deaf, etc.?

Clas slli8 d Id Farm
Circle heading:

Wanted

Fot, Sale

Lost &

Housing

Ride/Riders Wanted

Personal

Other -

Fou~d

The Faith and Values group
a t the Ca tholic Center is
meeting again every MO'lllday
evening at 6: 15 for the second
Good discussion,
semester.
topics range from· anything the
group wants to discuss. Drop
in!

seniors
Seniors!
Last chance for
portraits. Photographer will be
here the week of Jan. 26. Sign up
at the info booth, S. U. Get that
beautiful face in the yearbook!

personals
Colleen (Ma), Chuck (Kid),
Sandy (Santa), Debs (Hi- my
names debbie), Joyce (I love my
beer) and Kathy <We'll see)Now its time to have a bigPARTY!! - In Rm. 24- Sandy
bring Fred- See ya there- Anmarie
To Pete- I'm really glad to know
you. I enjoy talking with you and
your friends. It makes school a
little easier to handle.
Best
wishes for the Holidays:. Don't
drink too much-- L.A.L.
MMA- Come down, the chicks
are great! "Jeesh man','
P .R- Life has been a drag
without you. Let's get together
before it's too late. The new
woman. Mario
To the Nondo with the blonde hair
and moustache. Hope you had a
good holiday with Debbie,
Dianne and Stephanie. From the
Girls.
Bill T.- Thank Jerry and Kevin
for us. You know itis cold out at 3
in the morning? The Lord and
the Turkey
Peter B. - This one is really from
me. Suzy!
Babe: Those Eyes, Entice me
Baby! Your Twine

Ad to read as follows:

Where's Bragg? Get him in here.
Michael... thanx for Saturday.
Remember this weekend; the
"motory"; the basic pearl tie,
the poodle shades and most of
all ... me.
Skaggs: Who gets Skip this
weekend? If he has on tha t
brutal ugly jump suit he's yours
Tavernly yours Don-Don and the
bionic woman.
Classifieds are free for all students. faculty staff and
and admInistration of BSC
'
For all others. rates are JJ5¢ per word.
Name
Address

Phone
Total Enclosed

. To an~ P. K majors wiiling to
gIve aSSIstance to another P. E.
major:
I'm a transfer this
semester at BSC and I'd like to
get together and meet you. I live
off campus; if you're interested,
please ca1l697~2030 after six p.m.
Thanks, Donna.

We both took a ride on that
merry go round
We've seen a lot of faces of the
same old clowns
Butlet's not be a part of that
continuous game
Let's start a new life that will
never change.
Hello there, Nancy Blair! It's
been just fantastic to see you after
so long. Please let's keep in touch
and get together again real soon!
Donna Boisvert, fr N.H.S.
He's gone where all good little
braggs go. Why don't you follow
him?
An~nymous.

Is the Star coming back this
semester? For the answer to that
and many other exciting
questions tune in next week, same
time, same pal?er.

regatta
MT. WASHINGTON ALTERNATIVE VEHICLE REGATTA
A challenge to. amateur and
professional
builders
of
prototype of production engine
driven alternative vehicles;
Awarding a trophy for efficiency
and lowest resource consumption. June 17-22, 1976. For
contest rules, course data, maps
and entry blanks send. $2.00 to
cover costs of printing and
mailing to: Mt. Washington
Trophy, P.O. Box 634, South
Windsor, CT 06074. Telephone
(203) 289-6852.

s. u. management
The Student Union is accepting applications for its
Student Management
Intern
Program. This is a unique opportunity for students who may
be inter ested in learning the
total operation of a college Union
from
management
to
programming.
Interested
candidates should obtain an
application from the- Student
Union Information Booth. All
applications must be returned by
Jan. 26-10:00 AM.
Two individuals will be selected to
serve in these positions for the
secondsemester. The successful
candidates will be expected to
work a minimum of 15 hours per
week with appropriate compensation provided.

europe
INTE~CHANGE, a non-profit
foundatIon located in Amsterdam has opened its doors to
students and teachers from
North America who want to see
Europe. As a result of long term
research and planning, opportunities to see and learn
Europe are many.·; Programs
ra.nge fr m Winter Olympic ski
triPS to working and earning
your way through Europe during
the summer and fall. An interesting innovation is a
desti~atio~ and identity board
for hltc~hlkers to aid in getting
good rIdes quickly as the
program is tied in with
Automobile Clubs and rovides
penl~nal insurance.
Students
workmg for college credits can
attend language camps
in
~urope, or those wanting fresh
aIr, travel and elective adventures may bicycle through
Holland,
France and oth er
.
count fies.
Many other
_
portunities are available °fo
INTERCHANGE members, who
pay the foundation only a $2
monthly subscription f
M
b
ee.
em ers are entitled to' a wid
Scope of benfits which until no:
have mostly been available to
European
stUdents.
For
example, greatly reduced air
fares between the U S
E urope and 50% ff. . and
•
0
most

European train fares are important member privileges. A
host of interesting and exciting
optional programs are also
available.
As a non-profit
foundation, the travel and
program costs are much less
than they normally would be. A
number of services in Europe
such as mail forwarding and the
new 'Traveling Campanion
Service' are free.
Interested .
students and teachers. may'
obtain the foundation's brochure
and a subscription application
by sending their name, address,
the name of their school and one
dollar or the equivalent in
stamps to cover postage and
handling to: INTERCHANGE,
Box 5579, Amsterda, Holland.
LIFE IN SPAIN
For the last eleven years,
summer programs have been
offered to students in the U.S.
and Canada to travel and study
. in Spain.
Last summer 69
students from 28 states departed
from JFK Airport in New York
and flew to Malaga and then to
Madrid, where the llth summer
-program was held.
.Thirty
students visited Santiago do
Compos tela and' Leon and to
complete the excitement of the
program, they crossed the Strait
of Gibraltar to visit Africa.
Plans are already in progress
for the 12th Summer School in
Spain, and the City of Tarragona
(south of Barcelona) has been
chosen as our headquarters in
Spain in 1976;
Tarragona is a
very historical city, capital of
the Old Roman Empire in Spain.
It is surrounded by the most
beautiful beaches on the
Mediterranean Coast. Sturi;;!nts
attending our program will have
the,opportunity of swimmin~~ in
the Mediterranean every day,
enjoying a woderful summer
while learning Span.ish in Spain.
Tours are prepared
visit
London, Paris, as well as Barcelona, Madrid, Toledo, Avila,
and Valle do los Caidos. All
persons interested should write
as soon as possible to:
Dr. Arjibay Doreste
Augustana College
Rlck Island, Illinois 61201
.;pase is very limited!

to

africa
FRENCH STUDY' PROGRAMS
PLANNED IN AFRICA
. Accent on Arica is a new
?rganization principally involved
III language programs for the
American travelling public. We
are offering the numerous and
colorful French speaking·
African nations as a background
,for the furtherance of French
study abroad, a unique opport?nity to study the language·
outSIde of the traditional learning centers .. , DAKAR.
Sen~ga~
~s
tli~
principal
destmatlOn ill 1976. Just six and
one half hours from New York
it's major University will be th~ ,
. headquarters for our programs.
These programs are geared to
language skills at all levels &
t~ough the initial effot is being
dIrected to American college
~tudents, the organisers are
mtereste~
in
providing
progra~s for the whole family.
the ~l.de attractions being,
ma~mflcent:
suni, surf, and

-'
ClASSIFIEDS
Must be Signed
No more than
2 personels
per person

Janu~ry

sand.
Based on need, some
scholarship assistance is
available to students who are
persuing the French language
for credit. The organisers have
channels through which to direct
the neccesaryapplications.
Reservations a.ld further information from:'
Colin. Cromwell
Accent on Africa
295 Madison Avenue
New York 10017.
tel. (212)
¢(&-¢#&)

personal growth
PERSONAL PROBLEMS
GROUP TO MEET
On Friday night, at8 p.m., Jan.
30th, a "Personal Growth"
group devoted to people's personal and domestic problems
will meet at the First Parish
Church, Unitarian-Universalist,
in Bridgewater (Scool Street).
This group will be under the
direction of Dr. Hugh W.Weston;
Minister of the church, and will
call in experts for discussions.
The group will bas itself on the
basic principles of the great
world religions. such as the
Christian emphasis on love and
forgiveness, the Buddhist emphasis on giving up our cr~vings,
and the Taoist emphasis on
going slow in everything we do.
This will be a type of sensitivity group, but it will be
based on the teachings of the
great world religions. It ill also
utilize such insights as may
come from Freudian thought,
Transactional Analysis, etc. The
group will also explore the
values of prayer and transcendental meditation in helping
us with our personal and
domestic problems.
Psychosomatic illness will also be a part
of the group's concern, as many
nersons, including Dr. Weston,

beli~ve most of our illnesses are,
at .least in large part, psychosomatically induced.
The
public is most welcome to these
sessions, and there Is no fee.
Collections may be taken from
time to to time to defray expenses. Those interested are
invitd to phone Dr. Weston at
697-7155. The 1st Parish Church
is located right beside the
college on School Street. College
faculty and stUdents are most
cordially invited to be present.
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GUIDE TO MONEY
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarships and
Financial Aid Source - items valued at over
$500 million dollars.

host families

Contains the most up..to-date information on:
Scholarships, grants, aids, fellowships, loans, work-study programs,
cooperative education programs, and summer job opportunities; for·
study at colleges, vocational and technical schools, paraprofessional
training, community or two-year colleges, graduate schools, and postgraduate study or research; funded on national, regional, and local
levels by the federal government, states, cities, foundations, corporations, trade unions, professional associations, fraternal organizations, .
and minority organizations. Money is available for both average as well
as excellent students,both with and without need ..

"A VEL", the NON-Profit En.
terprise that places EngIishSpeaking French Students in the
Family 9ircle, is announcing its
1976 July vacation program. Host
families are needed to accommodate 600 French Students
throughout New England when
they arrive on July -2nd for a 4
week vacation to July 30th.
The cultural advantages of this
program are enriching to both
BENNETT PUBLISHING ·CO.
student and members of the host
Dept. 214, 102 Charles Street, Boston, Mass. 02114.
family. All American families
are eligible for this program
Please rush me ___ copies of GUIDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EDUCAregardless of their make-u p It is
TION at $5.95 plus 50c for postage and handling for each copy.
not necessary that you have a
I am enclosing $
(check or money order).
member of your family the same
Name ________________________________________________________~
age as the student, providing you
have friends, neighbors or
Adddress ___________________________________________
relatives to fill the void. French
City _______________________ State_ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __
parents supply their students with
©
Copyright 1976 Bennett Publishing Co.
pocket money and bear the full
cost of transportation and insurances.
The French students have had 4 to
"AVEL" has also been placing
parents of the students would throughou:.New England.
8 years of English language study
students throughout the United
For further details about this
want it no other way.
and range in age from 14 to 21.
, States.
"AVEL" is an independent, in- program, you may contact the
"A VEL" was founded in 1957 by The American host family
terna tional, non-profit student New England Rea Director: .
the Professors Bernard Aubert parents have complete authority
placement organization and is not Albert W. Bleau
and Julien Ermisse who still head over the French students and
connected with any other Box 328
the Organization, which (Is accept them as full members of
organization!!! In the summer of Beverly, Ma,?s. 01915
headquartered in Tours, France. their family and the F,ench
1~'5!\ VEL "placed 533 students Tel. '922 H&71ll
Since 1957 "AVEL" places
students in Western E!liRCP
the British Islesarid Ireland, but
for t.he past seven years

Town and College Join
Together to Spruce Up.
Visiting Nurses

Headquarters
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Umlt one coupon per VISit please
•

Broad Street, Route 18
Campus Shopping Center
Bridgewater, Massachusetts
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Bridgewater--Thanks to a
community-wide effort involving
both townspeople and students
from Bridgewater State College,
the Visiting Nurses' Association
building on Cottage Street is
wearing a fresh coat of paint.
"This was a real cooperative
venture in which local business
.people,
citizens, and college
students worked to~ther to
accomplish an important civic
project," says Mrs. Stanley Hatch
of the Bridgewater Visiting
Nurses Advisory Board.
Mrs. Hatch says the Advisory
Board has been deba ting how,
given the limited financial
resources of the local VNA, the
task of painting the one-story
building could be achieved.
"Members of the Board themselves generously offered their
services to help and offered
supplies of paint and equipment,"
she relates. "At the suggestion of
one of the members the Board
decided to contact the College
and determine if· perhaps some
students would be willing to assist
in the painting."
The Office of Student Affairs at
BSC, under the direction of Dean
of Students Dr. Rose L. Bresiin,
quickly contacted two campus
fraternities, ,Alpha Upsilon and
Phi Pi Delta, whose members
responded with an enthusiastic
"yes" and planning for tthe
project got underway.
With paint and equipment
supplied by Fairbanks Hardware
in Bridgewater center, and labor
supplied by the BSC studel).ts, the
task was completed in
one

Saturday, and the building bas a
fresh, new look. "It's certt:linly an
improvementt" says Mrs. Hatch.
Adrian
Rondileau,
. Dr.
President of the College, applauded the success of the town- .
college project.
"I believe it is typical of the
cooperative spirit the College and'
the town of Bridgewater share," . '
he said.
Norman Workman, a member
of the Alpha Upsilon fraterI!ity,
said that the students enjoyed
working on the project and were
happy to have been able to help.
"We see this type of activity as an
important part of our efforts to be
good neighbors. We're glad that·
we were asked to lend a hand," he
stated.

•
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,from page 1:

lead a long daily schedule as
shown by the dar pe came. 00
Bidgewater. He was at S. M. U.
before he came here and was on
his way to Brandeis afterwards.
This all followed a long day of
rounding up support from state
political leaders in Boston during
the day.
So we know that Jimmy Carter
was the former governor of
Georgia (from 1970-74). We know
that he comes from a low-income
background and is a welleducated scientist. We also know
tha t he grows peanuts and makes
more than peanuts doing it. What
did Jimmy Carter have to say to
the crowd of over 100 people who
came to hear him at BSC?
Carter started out by attacking
the ·massive. beaurocracy in
Washington. He cited }.lis.• .ae--·
complishments of cutting the
beaurocracy in Georgia from 300
administrative agencies to 22 and
cut the cost of administering his
state by 50%. He also felt it
necessary for all government
programs to have zero-based
budgets and rejustify themselves
annually.
Carter went on to stress the
need for open government in this
country, using CIA involvement
in Chile and the secret bombings
in Cambodia' as reasons for this
need. Carter, while governor of
Georgia, seeing lack of open
government as a major problem,
helped to pass the Sunshine Law
in Georgia which made meetings
of the executive s and legislature
open to the pres~ .~n.d, public.... ,.
." -,carter then turned to the

matter of energy. He said the
.present energy. policy greatly
favors the oil companies. He also
said that each state should be
allocated a certain amount of oil
so the Northeast does not get
short changed. Carter believes
that atomic and solar power
should be extensively developed
by the government. He feels that
there can be a safe way to use
nuclear reactors. He also said
that the government must make
,sure that smaller cars are built
and that the better use of in. sulation is made available to
conserve energy.
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uitar Strings
20%off

6 Books
50% off

good until Jan. 31
Store Hours
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10:00 to 6:00
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Governor Carter also com•
•
mented on the.Middle East. He
-.
•
said that he supports monetary
-_'-...,.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - - - - - - - - ,aidtolsraelbnt'would not support
aid in the form of troops. He says
Israel will probably have to withdraw to the 1967 boundaries. He is
also very much against
recognizing the P. L. O.
In terms of the welfare mess he
says that there are 100 different
welfare programs which are
poorly coordinated. He believes
that the priorities of the welfare
program should be for training
and getting people to work. If the
people are unwilling to work
Carter believes that they should
not get any government support.
Carter went on to talk about a
wasteful Pentagon which has 222
major bases and and much too
many overseas troops.
He
pointed a~ the Navy having far too
many" admirals . and generals
compared to their number of
ships as an example of this poor
--...:..-----------+
management.
Carter fielded a few questions
Theatre
The
Childrens
but he had to cut it short because
production of E.T.C.has been cast and is now under way. It is to be
of his commit ment to Brandeis.
presented here March 4-9, in the Student Union Auditorium. It is being
His concluding remarks reflected
p~t
on by the Communication Arts and Sciences Dept. in conjunction
the confidence that Governor
WIth the. Ensemble Theatre. The direction is being handled by Dr.
Carter showed throughout his
Waryewith Hank Woronicz as his assistent Director and Stage manager.
talk. He said he is going to win
and he referred to the states in Chorale Society in its attempt to
which he feels he is already in the raise $60,000 for a three week tour
CAST
lead. He said he has no interest in of Rumania has startedd fund
MAGICIAN ................. Charmayne McKenzie
the vice-presidential nomination raising. Immediiately there are
PHYLLIS ...................Pat Stanley
and after hearing about his long two activitiis going on. The first is
DEMETRIUS............ :.Joe Mullaney
campaign schedule, I can hardly' a raffle which will be drawn next
CLEO ....................... Paula Agnew
blame him.
. Thursday. The prizes are a case
SEBASTIAN ..............Brian McNamara
The Boston Globe calls Carter of hard liquor for first prize, a
SILVANA ................ Joyce Maciulewicz
the "dragon slayer." The dragon case of wine forr second prize and
PETRUS ................... Craig Carey
is George Wallace. Wallacehurt a c~se of beer for third prize.
ANTONIO ..................Jeff Entwistle
.the democra'ts in 1972 by getting a , Aicket booth has been set up
CHORUS
...................Lorraine Bell
lot of support in the South. The across from the bookstore.
Donna Borges
other candidates are hoping that Tickets are 50~ each and three for
Cheryl Buskey
Carter will knock off Wallace $1.25. The other activity is a
Liz Dzaugis
early in the Florida primary on candy sale. Members will be'
Jane Laffey
March 9. However, these can- roaming the school with the
Dave
Finlay
didates may have a much chocalote bars. which are 55¢.
Mike Norton
stronger and wider appealing each. Reme~ber this tour is for
Steve Martin
man in Carter if he succeeds to Bridgewater and is a great honor
Dave Nadell
for the college, 'so"please help
offset Wallace.
Dave Rowland
out.
Carter hopes to appeal to a
v'!ide spectrum, being an early 1---'--------------'-----------=====::::::::::=========00__-1
civil rights advocate in the South,
while also having a good record of
consolidating the bureaucracy in
his state. These two feats send
him well on his way to getting

We are closing out our record
dept. to make room for ourenlarged camera dept.

.. '_'

.• •

support from liberals and conservatives in his party.
Whether or not Carter gets the
nomination, he is certAinly; doing
many' 'pe'op1Ef"a . 'favor, myself
included, by making things difficult for George Wallace.
However things look good for
Jimmy Carter-he has a broad
background from running a farm
to being a nuclear physicist.
Maybe it's time in this age of
technology to have a person well
trained in the field of science
running our government and
managing our finite resources. It
certainly couldn't hurt.
Yes,
Jimmy Carter is a bona fide
candidate and he proved it just
the other day by taking the
highest percentage of the votes
for all candidates in the Iowa
democratic caucus. Aside from
all his viewp-C)i.l)ts and ideas,
..Jimmy Carter is the choice of Dr.
Hunter S. Thompson, the outlaw
journalist, so he can't be all bad.
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Program Committee's
2nd semester line-up

The Program Committee that too true account of the
would like to welcome all of you Manson murders you'll want to
back after our brief, but much attend our lecture on February 9
needed, vacation.
We're all at l.2:,OQ.by•.tPe:.author,'Of "Helter
looking forward to Spring 1976 as Skelter," attorney Vincent
one of the biggest and best Bugliosi. Come and hear Mr.
semesters yet in programming.
Bugliosi's findings and accounts
The events we have planned are of the search for and subsequent
fun, interesting, educational, and trial of Charles Manson.
exciting.
biggest and best
Our Fine Arts series promises
semesters yet in programming.
to be just as successful as last
t
The events we have planned are
fun, .interesting, educaional and semes er. It begins on January
, ' J : 7 from 4 pm to 6 pm in the
exciting.
We have a new expanded film Rathskell~r with a poetry night.
A~y?ne mterested in reading
.
serIes that begin on Sunday, origmal or favorite poetry, come
~~nuary 25, with the movie "It on down. to the Rat. On February
auld Happen to You" starring 4, ~he WIdely acclaimed Wheaton
Jack Lemmon. This hilarious Trw, three talented musicians
r~~a!lceJticks. off {)ur new Sun- from OUl:' area, will perform.
day night "Oldie Series." One Come and enjoy. If you have
month later, on February 29
spare time, browse
"McHale's Navy Joins the Air~ in the Art Gallery. From now
force" will be shown. All oldies until January 31, there's a fanwill be in the S. U. Demonstration t~st!c ~x].liQitio.Q.of·paintings and
R09m at 7:00 for only 25¢. Our crafts
from
inmates
at
blockbuster films will be on
Massachusetts
Correctional
Tuesdays with two showings at Institute, Fill out a questionnaire
2:00 and 7:00. George C. Scott provided to give the artists an
opens the series in "Day of the opinion of their works.
0
. .
Dolphin" on Jan. 27. This movl'e
ur mlm
course series
is an award-winning film that resumes with many new, inshouldn't be missed.
Future f
f
bI kb t
. 1
orma lve courses that range
oc us ers mc ude the Marx from money management to
Brothers in AnI'mal Crackers and S}'Imnas t'ICS. A brochure will be
"Funny Lady.".
available for :your refe
If you read "Helter Skefter"'~-' ""iff"'"
#.~ ~on signing
J,en~e
1 ormatlOn
up' and
'fo;' '"
••

.......

courses. Other courses include
jazz and tap, bellydancing,
macrame, self defence, and the
ever popular ballroom dancing.
Sign up early for the best courses.
Entertainment continues in the
Rat on January 24. Come on down
and dance your feet off from 8-12.
Finally! .if. ~u· have-any ideas
or suggestions just consult a
m~mber of the Program CommIttee.
Hope you enjoy our
programs!
UPCOMING PROGRAM
COMMITTEE EVENTS
January 24-2:00
January 24--8-12
January 25--7:00
January 27-4-6
January 27-2:00 & 7:00
January 28-7-11
Ch
i~dren's Film-Mr. McGoo's
FavorIte Heroes
50¢ S. U. Auditorium
Band in the Rat
Oldies F ilm--It Should Happen
To You
25¢ S
Room
. U. Demonstration
Poetry Readl'ng m' Rat
Movie--Day
of 'the
T"" S U
. DolPh'In
a", .' . AudItOrIUm
Band In the Rat
~ ~
4
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Remembering
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.Company

Top Cut

STRUTTIN MY STUFF
TIME FOR ANOTHER
SCHOOLBOYS IN
SWANS ACROSS THE SUN
STILL CRAZY
SECOND CHAPTER
LIVE
KICKIN
ANOTHER LIVE
BEST OF TULL
INSIDE
MANDALABAND
WAKE UP EVERYBODY

FOOLED AROUND
YOU CAN!T LOSE
EDUCATION
RENEGADE
MY LITTLE TOWN
LOVE CAN ALWAYS
WOODEN SHIPS
MIGHTY HIGH
,.JUST ONE VICTORY
AQUALUNG
INSIDE
LOOKIN IN.
WAKE UP EVERYBODY

ELITE HOTEL
PHILADELPHIA FREEDOM
MICHEL POLNAREFF
ALL AROUND MY HAT
GRATITUDE
MASQUE
PHOENIX
FISH OUT OF WATER
BEST OF
AGAINST THE GRAIN
MINSTREL IN THE
VARIOUS ARTISTS
EQUINNOX
FREEMAN & LANGE
SAME
LYCURGUS
DREAM
pARADISE
BREAKFAST SPECIAL
CITY LIFE
NEW RAY OF SUNSHINE
CRISIS! WHAT CRISIS?
IT'S ONLY LOVE
wIRICK DERRINGER
HORSES
FAMILY REUNION
NIGHT AT THE OPERA

OOH LAS VEGAS
P.HILLY SOUND
JESUS FOR TONITE
TITLE CUT
SING A SONG
ICARUS
MESSIN WITH MY MIND
SILENTLY FALLING
25 OR 6 to 4
AIN'T TOO GOOD
TITLE CUT
UNDECIDED LOVE
SUITE MADAME BLUE
SMOKER'S ANTHEM
JIGSAW PUZZLE
ROUND WORM & REEL
JOSHUA COME HOME
BREAKFAST FOR TWO
18 WITH A BULLET
HAPPY MUSIC
TITLE CUT
SISTER MOONSHINE
I WANTED IT ALL
JAP
GLORIA
I LOVE MUSIC
BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY

I."IIS'I:S

CAPRICORN
ABC"
RCA
CBS
CBS
DJM
ATLANTIC
ABC
BEARSVILLE

Looking Ahead
by Cheryl Buslmy

-Those who were lucky enough to see the
Ensemble Theatre's production of "Moonchildren" last semester (D,EC ~,%. 6) will
remember it very clearly as one of the best'written and best-directed plays done here at
Bridgewater.
Although I am constantly
emotionally, spiritually, and physically involved
with every,· production done by the Esemble
Theatre, I can still look upon "Moonchildren"
fairly and say that our actors did some of the best
performances on that stage on those nights. They
were college students playing college students and
therefore could identify strongly with their roles,
yet almost never did allow their "real selves" on
the stage. Each character was consistent and
individual, and much commendation should be
given to the director, Dr. Stephen Levine. This
unique, controversial, and· humorous play is a
piece of theatrical art that the Ensemble Theatre
will be proud of for years to come.
Our organization will be offering many m,ore
things to be proud of this coming semester. Frst
off! we're producing another studio, a studentdirected play, on February 19th. This semester we
are prsenting "Pyramus and Thisbe: Scenes from
A Midsummer Night's Dream" by William
Shakespeare, directed by Mark Cartier. It is a
group 'of very funny scenes about some
Elizabethan chumps .who
put on a play for the king and queen. This play has
been·cast; and will be rehearsing in Horace Mann
Auditorium until it goes up at 11:00 a.m. and 7:30
p.m. on Thursday, February 19. Aso. the price is
right: free!
The Ensemble Teatre is also sponsoring a series .
of play-going trips whiCh we call the 1976 Contemporary Theatre Series.
We will s~
professional, regional college, and community
theatre in a series of four or more bus trips. We
hope to attend a production at the Tinity Square
Repertory Theatre in Povidence in January, see a
college production in Boston in.March, and go to a
Community Theatre in the area in May. Once again
we;re sponsoring a trip to New York City for the day
on Saturday, April 17, to see Broadway's biggest
hit, "A Chorus Line". There may be other trips to
Boston and such, so look for signs because these
trips are open to the entire college.
Ait the moment! plans are in the making for a
musical touring troupe that will do a one-hour show
of comedy and music to be offered to the college and
communit for entertainment at their various
functions. We are in need right now of an accompanist for the troupe, so if you play the piano
and can devote some time to this creative endeavor,
please leave a message in the Communication
Arts and Sciences Department soon.
The Ensemble Theatre will end its American
Season this semester with Eugene O'Niell's only
This
comedy--the classic, ."Ah, WlderneSs!'
production is going up on April 29 and 30 and May 1,
and will be directed by Prof. Robe~t· Friedman.
Tryouts are March 1 and2 and are open to everyone.
So as you can see, the Ensemble Theatre is
alive and well and ~ orking on a good spring
semester. Keep your eyes open for the Contemporary Theatre Series trips and the studio on
February 19. For more info, check our bulletin
board outside the Geen Room in the Student Union.

CHRYSALIS
LITTLE DAVID
CHRYSALIS
CBS
REPRISE
CBS
ATLANTIC
CHRYSALIS
CBS
CBS
CBS
ATLANTIC
CBS
CHRYSALIS
CHRYSALIS.
SCEPTER
A&M
FLYING FISH
WARNER
FLYING FISH
UA
UA
ISLAND
FANTASY
CBS
A&M
A&M
CBS
ARISTA
CBS
ELEKTRA

leavil Played 1.1 Singles
Name Of Artist
DAVID BOWIE
CATE BROS.
FOGHAT
BOB DYLAN
JOHN PAUL YOUNG
MONTROSE
CHUCK MANGIONE
STANLEY CLARKE
ARETTRA FRANKLIN
FAITH, HOPE & CHARITY

Single

Company"
RCA
ASYLUM
BEARSVILLE
CBS

GOLDEN ~ARS
UNION MAN
SLOW RIDE
HURRICANE
YESTERDAY'S HERO
MATRIARCH
BELLARIA
SILLY PUTTY
YOU
DON'T GO LOOKING

ARIOLA~AMERICAN'

WARNER
A&M
NEMPEROR
ATLANTIC
RCA

Batb albums 114 sillglls Irl slllcted ,far lalluar, 11·18.
Tba, ara listad il arder il tilDes pla,ed.
Student Special

Skil2price
Round lOp

Plyniouth Union. Vt
5 misouthof
Killington Gondola, on Rte.100

Coca Cola
64 oz. Btl.
"691

1/2
gallon

~~y ~~
VVeekend

,Raisin
Bread

59 fLoaf

VVeekday

Join the Student Ski Assn.
and save another buck
011 weekends
4600' and 3100' chairs
1300 ft of vertical
Plenty of challenging runs
"Big league skiing with
friendly people" ~

GOOD ANYfIME
Bring your Student I.D.

BRIDGEWATER
F

<.HIIH'1

L()I .jfll)1l

I)'

9'.

The Ensemhle Theater:

N"ame Of Album

1. ELVIN BISHOP
2, ACE
3. KINKS
4. MICHAEL MURPHY
. PAUL SIMON
DANNY KIRWAN
7. STEPHEN STILLS
8. MIGHTY CLOUDS OF JOY
9. TODD RUNDGREN
10. JETHRO TULL
II. KENNY RANKIN
12. MANDALABAND
13. HAROLD MELVIN, & BLUE
NOTES
14. EMMYLOU HARRIS
15. MFSB
16. MICHEL POLNAREFF
17. STEELEYE SPAN
18. EARTH, WIND & FIRE
19. KANSAS
20. LABELLE
21. CHRIS SQUIRE
22. CHICAGO
23. HORY GALLAGHER
24. JETHRO TULL
25. DISCO GOLD II
26. STYX
27. FREEMAN & LANGE
28. KATE & ANNA McGARRIGLE
.PETER LANG
30. NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND
31. COUNTRY JOE MCDONALD
32. PETE WINGFIELD
33. BLACKBYRDS
34. DOOBIE GRAY
35. SUPERTRAMP
36. RITA COOLIDGE
37. EDGAR WINTER
PATTI SMITH
O'JAYS
QUEEN
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COED VOLLEYBALL

ICEMEN SPLIT
6 CONTESTS
By Kevin Hanron
Since an exciting 9-5 victory
Falcons nearly upset the Bears.
over Framingham State on
BSC 5, Worcester State 3--This
December 2, the Bears have split
was the Bears' third consecutive
6 games, ranging from a
victory, as, BSC ,defeated the
discouraging 14-11055 to Army to
Lancers for just the third time in
an encouraging 8-2 win over
history despite missing the
Westfield state ..
services of Pat Galvin, out with a
The BSC hockey team has
hip injury.
Canton's Bill
changed greatly over that period
Humphrey notched 2 goals while
from a young, freshmanBrian Fahey, Doug Maiden and
dominated club to an exDon Smith added solos. Jack
perienced core of yeterans
Foley made 28 saves in a .big
supplemented by the excellent
effort for BSC.
play of freshman forwards Bill
Army. 14: BSC !--An undefeated
Humphrey and Don Smith.
(6-0) Army team really took it to
The loss of 8 players over the
the Bears, piling up a 10-0 lead
semester break demanded that
before Paul Kelly tipped in the
head coach Ed Connors find some
only retaliation for Bridgewater.
players to rill in, especially at
Jack Foley kept the score from
forward.
Joe Bird, an exreaching astronomical .proporperienced senior from Norwood,
.tions that night in West Point,
and
sophomore
Frank
making 41 saves as the Cadets
DiCristofaro have helped out, outshot BSC, 55-19.
somewhat.
New England 3. BSe 2--Tbe
But, overall, the veterans have
first game for both teams since
responded to the challenge, with
December resulted in a "stickPat Galvin (9 goals, 8 assists),
fest" with a New England team
Brian Hanlon (4 goals, 11
specializing in a lack of sportassists) and Paul Kelly ( 6 goals,
smanship being assessed with 10 ,
6 assists) leading the team. In
minors and 1 major penalty plus
addition, defenseman. Kevi~
a penalty shot (unsuccessful).
Monis (also taking an ocThe Bears showed uP. for this
casional shift at forward), Tim
game with only 14 skaters and 2
Mantling and Steve Parker have
goalies, and the Pilgrims applayed well.
parently tried to reduce that·
As the Bears enter the last half
number to zero, with .Jim
of the schedule, they find themO'Leary, Pat Galvin, Jack Foley
selves in first place in the
and Joe Call (twice) being inMassachusetts State College
jured. BSC played the better
Athletic Collference with a 4-0-0
hockey, outshooting NEC 24~12
record (the loss to Fr~mingham
over the last two periods, but
doesn't count in league standings
failed to overcome the inept
since it was the second game
officiating. losing despite early
played between the teams, and
first period goals by Galvin and
only first matches count).
Don Smith.
However, they are winless (0-3-0)
Framingham State 8, BSC 6--A

in Division II competition
(pending results of the New
England game Wednesday) for
an overallt'ecord of 4 wins and 4
losses.
The
big
proble~
for
Bridgewater state IS now
stamina, as a limited roster tries.
to cope with 4-line onslaughts by
the better Division Ilteams( and
I mean limited in numbers) .. To
date, outside of the Westfield
State·game, the Bears have had
to hoia onto or have lost leads in
the late stages. of each game.
. BSC could. use a lot of support
in its upcoming home games
against some of the toughest
Division II clubs. If you're interested in seeing some exciting
hockey. try the BSC-AIC game
this Saturday at 8;30 p.m. at
Crossroads Arena 'in West.
Bridgewater.
The Yellow
Jackets are 8-3 with perhaps
their best team since the middle
and late 60's teams of Yves De
Rome and Dave Forbes. Their
victories have included UMass
(8-2), Colby <7-1), Williams <IOG), Lowell 00-3) and New Haven
01-3). Left winger Tom Mullen,
part of the "New York Connection". is again tearing the
division apart with 23 goals and 7
assists. Six Canadian-born
players also skate for American
International.
\
Or try the Elmira game 0'0
Monday at 7:30 p.m., again at
Crossroads. This western New
York club has never played BSC
before, but the Soaring Eagles
had a 13~7-2 record last year and
have one of the best goaltenders
in the division in Mike Smolens
(3.22 goals against average).
Or even try Worcester State on
WednesdaYt January 28 at 7:30
p.m. The Lancers are having an
off year, were defeated 5-3 by BSC
earlier this season, but it's always
fun when the Bears meet this
olub.
Following is a summary of the
6 games split by BSC~-hope to see .
you at Crossroads!
nBC 4, Fitchburg State 3--Th€
Bears jumped off to a 3-0 lead al
Fitchburg on December 4, but
. to' hold
'as the SCfl:l' .. '

on

roster forms in rack next to
bulletin bOard in gym lob~y.
Please fill out rosters completely.
Referees are needed for women's
basketball, contact Cheryl St.
Onge in woodward or S.ue Donnolley in Pope.
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wild game, with 44 penalty
minutes and BSC losing leads of 30, 4-1 and 6-4.

Jim "Angelo"
O'Leary's bionic stick (available
now at your local sporting goods
shop for less than $9.50) h~lped
the Wakefield na tive score 2 goals
and add an assist, but it wasn't
enough as the Rams directed 39
shots at Jack Foley and scored 4
goals in the last 6 minutes to take
the 'victory. .
BSC 8. Westfield State 2--This
was 'the Bears', best effort since
the 9-5 victory over Framingham
State in the second game of the
season. BSC evened its record at
4-4 as Pat Galvin notched 4 goals.
Bill Humphrey ,Brian Hanlon and
Pau Kelly had 3 assists each,
while newcomer Joe Bird added a
goal of. his own. This time the
Bears· did not fall apart in the
second and third periods, building
the lead to 8-1 before a la te goa] by
the Owls.

BEARS

HOCKEY
vs. Wore. St.
a t· Crossroads

Arena 7:30
}an.28
MAA bus leaves
Kelly gym at 7

no cost
no signups

Just he there!

Monday, January, 26--7:30
p.m.--Farrey's Fiasco~s VS.
Cumulo Nimbus Specl~ls;'
Numero Uno vs. Leary's Loony
Goons' 8:30 p.m.--Young's
Yoddle~s :VS. The Spikes; The·
Dominoes vs. The Clowns.
Wednesday, January 28--7:30
p.m.--Connolley·s Killers v~.
Hogan's Heroe ; No No Nooan S
vs. Dodd's Odds; 8:30 p.m.-Mixups vs. The Spikers; Jetsons
vs. Turkeys, a!,ld Gals.
.

FENCING
p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays in gym corridor.

6-7:30

MAA

BOWLING
3-5 Mondays

and Wednesdays
Academy Lanes.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
The schedule has been revised
so be sure to pick one up in the
rack in the gym. The next games
are scheduled for Tuesday,
February 3.
COED INNERTUBE WATER
POLO
Tbursday, January 22-6:00 p.m.Campbell's Kids vs. The Dinks;
Monday, January 26--4:00
p.m.--Koreans ,vs. Lat~comers.
Tuesday, January 27--6:00
p.m.--Koreans vs. The Dinks; 7:00
p.m.--Campbell's Kids
vs.
Latecomers; 8:00 p.m.--Tidal
Waves vs. The Fish.

SKI CLASS

and

WRA

For beginners only! Downhill
given on Tuesday 11-1 or ThursdayU-1 at Great Hill. Cross
Country ski class is on Wednesday
11-1. Classes are free and if you
are interested in signing up come
to Judy Bard's office in Kelly
Gym. Classes start the week of
January 26.
UP-COMING EVENT§ .

NEWS

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Rosters are due for teams on
Friday, January 30 in Judy
Bard's box in Kelly Gym. Pick up

Friday, January 23-Day ski
trip to Stratton ,Mountain, Ver~
mont.~ebruary 6-8~Weekend trip to
Maine for skiing, more detais
later.
Boston Celtics game-Date to
be announced.
C.oed swim meet--February 26-Detai Is annouft:ed soon.

Pool Hours

womell'S basketball team has

Gross ha~ any problems with this
group it will be trying to decide
how she can sneak them all into
the game at once. For all the
talent she'll have in the five on the
court, there will be just as much
skill waiting on the bench. The
starting five should, and hopefully
will be, upJor grabs all season
lorrg~" Coach Gross has most of
the ingrdients for a successful

been given a second chance.

team right at her fingertips.

Coach Regina Gross has 9 of the 10

Versatility

players back from last year

trademark. They can run, dribble
shoot, pass, and rebound. The Wednesday.

Women's
Basketball
It's

almost

as

Bridg;ewater 'State

if

the

College

is

the

team's

Except for the addition of 3
play-ers, Coach Gross has
Bears may be a little thin in the
basically the same squad and ;it is
category of defense, but it is
the same position that she was in
hoped this will be corrected by the
a year ago.
Now the only
January 27th opener a t the
change she would like to see is an . University of Connectjcut.
The
improvement over last- year's
team's strengths, according to
record.
Hopefully BSC can
Coach Gross, are. an excellent
capitalize on it's second chance to
ruiming game, offensive and
do somethings wit4 the talent and
defensive rebounding, and that
versatility of thisparticular group
year of experience that the
,of players.
Last year, inexmajority of the squad picked up
perience and injuries took the
lqst year. "This is a very flexible
team", comments Coach Gross.
bounce out of the Bear's
basketball plans. Only 2 of the 10
"I hope to utilize a variety of
players had any varsity. exchanging offenses and defenses,
perience to speak of. And it might - including more pressing and man~
even be an understatement to say
to-mah -tactics. "
If the BSC
that Bridgewater had their share
women's
basketball
team
of injuries.
Once the .actual
prepares to kick off the' 1976
season started, Coach Gross was
season ..with a slight nagging
never to have a comple~ely
fe~ling that they have been this
healthy and" full-strength team.
way before, it's understandable.
Whetlrer or not injuries and lack
But.if the tea,IV can display the
of experience can be blamed for
poise and confidence to comBridgewater's poor showing, the
plement their talent, and manage
result was an unquestionably
to stay healthy, the resemblance
disappointing season.
With a
should end at the season's
year of valuable experience in
opening tap-- and Bridgewater
their back pockets, virtually the , should be on their'way to a super
entire team is back again-- and
season.
ready to avenge their sub-par
performance of the past. Coach
Gross has taken steps to plug up
the
weaknesses
in
the
Bridgewater game plan with the
addition of 3 players to this year's
squad.
This move should
alleviate any major problems the
'75 team had.
Returning from last year are ,
seniors Bardy Stevens and Jackie
Dunphy, and juniors Judy Blinstrub, Karen Baptista, Joan
Howard, Betty Jenewin, Kathleen
Parker, Eileen Tibbetts, and Sue
Walas. Senior Gina Silva is back
after missing a year due to a knee
injury; Gina should supply the
Bears offense with a consistant
outside
shot.
Denise
Beresyniewicz, a sophomore, has
moved up from the junior varSity
team, bringing with her valuable
speed and jumping ability. Frosh
Mary Swiatek, a 6'2" center with
potential, increases the, Bear's '
'depth in that pOsition. If Coach'

Third
Quarter
Monday
12-2 3-4 8·10
Tuesday,
, '12-2,3-4
12-2 3-4
8:30-10:30
Thursday
12-2 3-48-10,
Friday
.
12-2 3-47-9
Saturday
1-4
Sunday
1-4
Advanced
Lifesaving'Rescue
and Water Safety
will be offered
in the pool
Mondays 8-10 PM
Starting J an.26 sign
up shee't is on
bulletin hoard
outside coach's
office.

FLYING PIZZA

Telephone

697-8631

Bridgewater delivery only

.Tues.-Sun. ,,}.'--_J~;_ OO~ll :OOl. _
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B-BALL TEAM AT 4 AND 5
By Joe Silvi
The Bridgewater men's
basketball team, in its last three
games, has found itself in a
valley hill and a plain. The Bears
were 1-2 to make their overall
record 4-5.. The vaney came a
week from last Tuesday against
powerful Merrimack College at
th Kelly Gym. Merrimack was
6 and 3 going into the game, with
victories over Northeastern,
New Hampshire and Assumption. Bears took a 4-0 lead as
Merrimack missed its first five
shots:" After a few exchange'lf
baskets, Merrimack got the lead
at 9-8, as Merrimack warmed
up. Then with the score tied at
15, all hell broke loose.
Merrimack scored 22 straight
points as the opponents hit 11 of
13 field goals to take a 31-15 lead.
Nothing could be (or was) done
to stop them. The Bears went 7
minutes without scoring.
Merrimack's lead extended to 25
at halftime with the score at 4722. The Bears playing their first
20 minutes in 4 weeks made 21
turnovers. Things were more of
the same in the second half as
Merrimack continued t~ pound
the Bears. The final was 102-58.
The hill came the following
Thursday in a 74-65 win over
Wor~~Jirt~_r State.
It was n.2!
exactly a work of art for the
Bears, but a win is a win is a win.
. . Actually it was the
Bridgewater shooting (from the
floor) that enabled the Bears to
win. They shot 51% (28/55). The
Bears shot out to a 5-0 lead, only
to have WSC come back to take a
I

10-6 lead.

For the next UJ
minutes the game went back to
back. Then the Bears hit 10
straight field goals. thanks to the
hot shooting of guard Mark
O'Connor and center Jack
Skalski. The Bears settled for a
38-30 halftime lead. Worcester
shot under 30% (11 for 36) in the
first half. In the second 30
minutes. the Bears actually
extended that lead from 8 points
all the way to 16 points with 10
nUnute~ left (56-40>' But Worcester did not give in. WSC came
storming back to within five (fi863 and 70-65).. But that was the
closest they were able to get as
BSC evened its
at 4-4.

The plain came in a battle with . COUldn't
take advantage.
a top State Conference tetlm at
With SIX minutes gone the Bears
Westfield. The Bears started out
still trailed by 15 at 50-35. Then
terrible. Maybe it was bus lat:·
Westfield went cold and got lazy
BSC hit only 6 of their first 27
on defense and committed many
shots for. an embarrassing 18%
dumb fouls.
The Bears
as Westfield pulled away
capitalized and ran off 11
rapidly.
Outrebounding, outstraight points to close the gap to
scoring and out-hustling the
50-46 as the Westfield crowd was
Bears Westfield had as much as
in shock. After a Westfield
a 19 point lead twice.
bucket, the Bears scored six
With the hot shooting of Mark
more points in arow to knot the
O'Connor late in the first half, tQe
score at 52 with six minutes
Bears ended up shooting 28% for
remaining. Westfield hit a free
the half and trailed 42-27 at the
throw to regain a one-point lead,
half. In the beginning of the
before a bucket by Pardo Parsecond _half, neither team did
sons put the Bears out front for
well. Westfield missed its first
the second time in the game
the Bears
(first time at 2..().It was also the
last.time Westfield outscored the
Bears 12-5 the rest of the way to
win 65-59.
AROUND THE RIM--Pardo
Parsons was 8 for 13 from the
floor against Merrimack ... Mark
OlConnor is 12 for 19 from the
floor in the last two games ... The
Bears made 44iurnovers in the
Merrimack game. . . Two new
additions on the .varsity this
semester are Mike Boyle and
Tom Leoffler . . . Doug Daniels
had 10 rebounds against Wor..
. cester and Pardo Parsons has 11
versus Westfield. . . The Bears
were out-rebounded 58-39 in the
--.-";;,-~.~
Westfield game,· .. 'Therewill hea
return match with Westfield on
·tells e1teryone that
saw
Saturday night. It should be an
excellent ball game. . . Next
·THursday nighl, WBIM wi11
broadcast the -Bears' game from
on defense against Merrimack.
Framingham..

TOP: Doug Daniels
he
one that big.
LEFT : Walt Driscoll
RIGHT:PardoPars'ons in for. a driving layup.

BSC Wrestling Grizzlies
At the end of last year BSe
varsity wrestling became a
reality with the dedicated efforts
of Earth· ScIence' and Geography
Department Chairman, Dr.
Emanuel Maier. He and three
college wrestlers, five years at\0
planted its seed in the basement
of the Science Building. Being
small enough to made a team and
big enough to grow scheduling
doubled then tripled. They adde4
more equipment and expertise
coaching by Dr. Maier, former
olympic wrestling team member,
which resulted in the first winning
season (5--4) last year. This year
breaking into some tough varsity
schedules coach Stephen Cowell
has J-ed the grizzlies to a record
with five matches remaining:
Jan. "20 Tues. Boston College
Away 4:00
Feb. 1 Sat. Holy €r4>ss Home

4:00· .

Feb.ll Wed. TUfts Univ. Away
7:00

Feb. 17 Tues. Western N ew
Eng. Home 7:00
March 6 Sat. N.A.I.A. Tour"
nament Away (Maine Maritime)
Wo are they? Newly acquired
coach, 28 year old Stephen Cowell
has been successful' in cooachig
an AAU champoinship team at
the YMCA in Brockton for three
years. He's a (ormer Bro'Y!I
University graduate and has
many years of wrestling experience both as wrestler and

His '''rapport with his
coach,
wrestlers gives the team a quality
of unity and sportsmanship. We
are all looking forward for the
best in the future.
.Wrestling lIS class hails Don
Frank, a first year protege of
Coach Cowell with great potential. On the injured list, suffering
knee injuries but returning soon is
Tim Townsend from Foxborough,
doing a superb job of covering 126
lb. class. We have no 134 and 142
class members and wish at this
time to encourage anyone with or
without wrestling experience to
apr ticipate on our team. We'll
teach you all you want to know.
Wrestling in the 150 class is
Physical Education major Roger
Trembley from Methuen, who is
in good shape for the season. First
year man, Joe Jordan from
Arlington participates il.1 the 158
lb. class. Senior and captain John
Mondor, PHYS~CAt' . ,·Education
major" 'form Spencer dominates
The energetic
the 167 class.
freshman Hohn Angelini from
Leominstr
and
dedicated
aggressive Eric Brunelle. jumior
from Lowell, share the 177 lb.
class. The 191 lb. class is covered
by freshman, Geography major.
John Nadwourney from Lynn and
is 3-0 for the season. We have no
heavyweight.
LOWELL VS BRIDGEWATER

in

27"20

The varsity wrestling team

came close to defeating Lowell
(now 5-I)last Thursday night in an
evenly contested match. Down by
six points at the beginning forfeiting the 126-142 classes to'
Lowell's 114 forfeit, Roger
Trembley batt1~ Low~'s Dennis
Caron and-finished fove points
behind to a five"zero loss. The
team score remained 6-15 Lowell.
Kevin Jrunagin capitlaized on the
inezperience of first year Bse
wrestler Joe Jordan to make the
score 6-2!f> Then BSe captain John
M ndor, oehind eight to two in
thethird period. reversied his
opponent and contributed six·
pobits to the team .for his pin. Ina
n exciting duel between John
Angelini and Joe Carroll, John
overpowered his opponent with
speed and strength to win with a
superior decision 23~IO, giving the
BSC grizzlies a team score of 17-21.
It was at this point where BSe
may pull ahead of LWELLBUT
FAILING TO eOME UP WITH
ANY POINTS. E ric Brunelle
fatigued and lost to Tom Haygar
making the team score 17-21. Now
it was impossible to come up with
enough points to win.
But
orestling with good determination
and persistence BSC's Hohn
MNDWOURNEY DEFEATED
HEAvYWEIGHT Marty McClain
in a deciSion won by a ridin~ time
pint. FNAL SCORE 20-27
THE CLOSEST CONTESTED
VICTORY FOR Lowell.

UPCOMING BSC ~CHEDULE
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sat. Jan24 Ba'sketball Westfield 8: 00 PM
Hockey
Ale 8: 30 PM
Swimming Albany St. ColI. 2: 00 PM
Mon. Jan. 26 Hockey
Elmira 7: 30 PM
Swimming ~owell 7: 00 PM
Tues. Jan.27 Basketball Fitchburg 8:00
Basketball(W)' at UCONN 7:00
. Swimming(W) .at UCONN~:OO P~"
"1.

•
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Women's JV
Basketball

Female Jocks
Already Cashing

The j\,\nior varsity basketball
team opens' its season this week

In On Title IX
withBSC. ·grad Diane Dednah in
the newly created position of JV
coach.
Three players are returning {CPS)-While some schools dig in
from last year's squad"sophs for a battle over compliance with
Gayle Cameron, Rosie Griffin and Title IX . regulations requiring
Mary Jane Muello.The remaining equal sports facilities for men and
members of the 12 man team are women,other schools
have
junior
Debbie
Congdon,- jumped the gun.As a result,insophomores Denise Donarama creasing numbers of women are
and Rosie Ventura, and freshman receiving athletic scholarships.
Kristen Anderson,Donna ArNine women at Stanford
cudi,Mary Markt,Cheryl University
were
recently
Nelson,Liz Sullivan and Becky awarded scholarships totaling
Welsh.
.
. over $ 30,000 while UCLA is
The team will mainly rely on a forking over $57,000 to help 49
1-3"1 offense.However coach women in nine sports this year.
Dednah feels defense is more Penn State University will raise
important and it will receive its total number of free rides from
18 to 30 in 1976 and the University
more emphasis.
Speed and ·height will be two of Texas is also planning on exstrong points for the Junior panding its scholarship program
Varsity this season .And their for female athletes ..
Although the Title IX
coach believes the team is entirely capable of going undefeated guidelines do not take full effect
until July 1978,the University of
in their 8 game season.
Mary Jane Muello,a 5-3 . Miami strt~ offering scholarplaymaker from Braintree,has ships to women in 1973.Since then,
been elected team captain. "The its women's swimming team has
team will be more unified under jumped from 18th place to first in
M.J. Her leardership should national championships.
really get the team together,",
commen~s Coach Dednah.

FUN RUN

;.

I

Every Sunday Morning 8:30 AM
C?me jog along a new route each
Sunday where you may drop off
whenever YOU wish. ?'s contact
Linda Dodd Ext. 361 Tillinghast
See you Sunday

~~~~ ,,~.;

..
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LET'S SEE THAT AGAIN

By Joe Silvi

Swann's fly pattern as he gets
the touchdown.
He was out closer and closer and clo. . .'.
Pat Somersault: There are a
getting a hotdog. But we do have (crash) Oh, oh, it looks like we'll
little over 3 minutes left in the
a replay from our Goodyear have to get a new ant.
first period. Pittsburgh comes
blimp. There you go . . . now
Bookshire: Could we see that
out in a slot formation to the left
another replay from our play again from our camera on
where Harris (whohas already
GOODRICH BLIMP, AND NOW one of the cheerleaders'? (Pause)
. worked up a sweat in this hot
THE Firestone blimp . . . and There 'we are. Unfortunately the
weather) is the lone setback.
finally a replay from Ester the pic~ure tends. to be bouncy. . . I
Bradshaw calls the signals, fades
blimp. That was a bigee..
bel~eve. the pIcture you are now
back ... he's throwing long. , .
Bookshire:
Let's
take
another
seemg IS not a sp~c~ of dust on
caught by Swann on the fly ... He
look at Swann's touchdown from a your TV but rather It IS the replay
could go all the way! Touchdown,
wing-held camera from th.e CBS of Swann's touchdown. pass from
Pittsburgh! (Crowd cheering)
carrier pigeon at the northwest our ~BS tellstar sa,tellite over the
Tom Bookshire: (Talking
sector of the stadium. This is a ~tad1Um. Int~restlllg shot. , , We
above the crowd) Let's see that
real bird's eye view, .. We just got Just ~ot an Important report.
again from our left sideline
word from our producer "Play it LuckIly Apollo 28 happened to be
camera. Notice the time Bradagain" Sam that we have a replay overhead when. the.- Steelers
shaw had. Now let's see it again
of Bradshaw's TD pass from our sc~red so for the fIrst hme on TV,
from our south end-zone camera ..
hidden camera inside the football. let s. . .
.. Swann just watched that ball
Notice now Bradshaw quickly
Some~sault: Er, ex~use me,
into his hands .... Now if we can
grips the ball. As the football is in Tom. It s. the second hme.
. we'll try to get a shot from our
the air notice how quickly the ' Bookshlre: For the second
hand-held camera up in Section
clouds seem to go by. And finally time on TV, let's have an instant
44, Row 11, Seat 2B .... Ah, there
as Swmn catches the ball, take a replay from the Apollo rocket. ~ .
it is (now talking more softly) ....
look at his sweaty palm.
BeeuutifuL .. Well, that shoUld do
What's this? Oh, this is a replay
Somersault: Excuse me, Tom, it, folks. Oh, wait a minute ...
of the touchdown from our handbut I believe we have a replay (whispering to Pat) I didn't
held camera number 68 on top of
from our ace cameramoth who realize we had a camera there. .
the stadium. Notice how Bradwas able to fly around Swann's .(to the TV audience) From a
shaw had to judge the wind
head as he was catching the ball. hidden camera in Lynn Swann's
perfectly. Good job.
What a picture. , . Now from our jock let's take one last look at that
Somersault:
Unfortunately,
Tom, our hand-held camera leg-held camera from an ant touchdown pass. . . (30 second
number 75 did not get a picture of underneath the astroturf, notice silence).
{in
Phyllis
George:
background) Wow!
1L
/1
AMPFJ 'fAHPeK'" /'Plle 1f: .-1-::,
Somersault: Now back to live
";'-1;',JI
action ... (long silence) ... It looks
'"r-t( ;'
like everybody has gone home.
ix"';:}
f;.l}.(1
As a matter of fact, there is three
UfrJ:1.
feet of snow on the ground.
(Noise) There is also a large
bulldozer in the northwest corner
of the stadium that just knocked
out
sections 51 through 64. I guess
~.,----====::; ,
'----.
this place is going to be a parking
lot.
Bookshire; Oh, well.
Any
publication, rebroadcast or other
use of this instant repl!lY without
written consent of CBS is entirely
insane. But isn't everybody,?
I
Somersault: This is a recor--.lL
/'

BSC

SWIMMERS
IN FLORIDA
teams.
Over Christmas break, seven
Rick Battistini, who arrived in
BSC Swimmers attended the
annual College Coaches Swim Florida before the other team
Forum at the Swimming Hall of members,
represented
Fme, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. (Alan Bridgewater in the traditional
Johnston, Bill Fletcher, Mike East/West SWIM MEET, IN
Arseheault, Rick Battistini, Paul WHICH SWIMMERS FROM THE
Dauphinais, Jim Gardner, Sandy EASTERN U.S. colleges comKapp and Risa Bttistini - pete against collegiae swimmers
manager)
from the west. Battistini swam
The swimmers participated in an
the 200 meter I Individual
intensive training program which
Medley, and qualified for the
included two workouts, seven
finals with his own personal best
days a week as well as distance
time, which he improved on
workouts in the ocean. Various
again in the finals and scored
films and lectures were presented points for the east.
by Olympic and world famous
There will be a home men's
swim coaches. The forum was
varsity swim meet against
attended by college teams from
Albany
State
University
all over the country, as well as
Saturday afternoon at 2:00 in the
swimmers representing various
Kelley pool. Come cheer. for
Canadian and European swim
BSC!
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ding, a recording, a recor--...
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INDIS

• • •

!au'ra thalDdapaDdaBt
Typa

You're . . the Independent type.
not one of the crowd . • a loner
you think for yourself . . . mass hysteria doesn't move you . . cool
under pressure . . loose . . a'l adventurer at heart . . You like to ..
break a'way• . reach out for better things .. and . . You like ice
cream . •. but you like it your way . .. So you go to Tilly and . ..
you get it . .. There's no hesitation at the door: should you or
shouldn't you . .. you go in . .. into' the info.rmal' inviting interior
... confident poised. . ..,. past the ta bles, the groups, the crowd . ..
heads turn, someone brushes past you • .. a bit too close perhaps,
but nver mind.. . your stride is easy, sure, measured, your mi;"d
on one thing . .. Ice Cream . .. others seem to move from your
path ..• Then you're there ... at the do . . it .. yourself ice cream
bar. .. the one place for you, the only place . .. where you can do
your thing, have your own way. .. make the sundae you want' ...
every ingredient at your disposal, subject to your imagination, your whim, your ingenuity. .. power,
contl~Ql,. ... 11hisi~ ~h~t ~t'~ all ab.~lJf.. ~ · a. ...~.taggeri1l:g resp0!lsibility ... supreme enjoyme~t. .. yours
for the taking . .. Life can be beautiful.
' .

SI81 · IVlr,Sunda,
Tillinghast. Ball
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